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ABSTRACT

Directional microphones are designed specifically to respond to a differential pressure
along one spatial axis. Dr. Ronald Miles and his research group have developed
directional microphones using MEMS processing technology that are based on the
biomimicry of the ear of Ormia ochracea, a small parasitoid fly. The specific focus of
this research is the testing and characterizing of these miniature directional microphones.
A linear model has been developed to describe the response of the Ormia-inspired
microphones. This response is comprised of a linear combination of the sound pressure
and the sound pressure gradients. A least squares approach has been employed in order
to determine the transfer functions between the response of the microphone and the
zeroth, first, and in some cases second-order pressure gradients of the sound field.
Knowledge of these complex transfer functions is crucial in understanding the nature and
quality of the response of these microphones.
These least squares transfer functions were then used to simulate the plane wave response
of the prototype microphones. This unique process eliminates the need for an anechoic
chamber to generate this standard acoustic response. This process was also implemented
on an industry standard differential microphone, and was compared with the true plane
wave response of the same device. This experiment verified the reliability of the
simulated plane wave processing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Directional Microphones

Microphones are transducers that transfer acoustical pressure fluctuations into an electric
signal. Most standard microphones are omnidirectional, meaning that their response is
independent of the angle of incidence of the travelling sound wave. Omnidirectional
microphones are satisfactory for many applications, but there are certain instances in
which a directional microphone is desired. Directional microphones have a response that
varies as a function of the angle of sound incidence.
1.2 First and Second-Order Directional Microphones

In order for an acoustic sensor to have a directional response, it must respond to the
spatial gradient of the sound pressure. A standard directional microphone can be
achieved by subtracting the signals from two omnidirectional microphones, as shown in
Figure 1‐1. This type of directional microphone is known as a first-order differential

microphone.

1

Figure 1‐1 – Simple Differential Output Scheme (Liu, 2004)

First-order differential microphones exhibit directionality by attenuating sound that
approaches them from angles askew from their principle axis. In other words, sound
coming at an angle of incidence of 0 degrees is not attenuated at all, and sound coming at
an angle of incidence of 90 degrees is theoretically muted completely. This is because a
travelling plane sound wave that approaches the two microphones from an angle of 90
degrees will reach both microphones at the same time, resulting in each microphone
having identical signals. When these signals are subtracted, they cancel each other out.
The theoretical directivity pattern for a first order microphone can be seen in Figure 1‐2
(a).

2

Figure 1‐2 – (a) Directivity Pattern for a First‐Order Differential Microphone
(b) Directivity Pattern for a Second‐Order Differential Microphone

The “figure 8” pattern of Figure 1‐2 (a) is proportional to cos(φ ) , where φ is the angle of
sound incidence, shown in degrees, measured from the line that intersects the two
pressure measurement points.
Similar to first-order microphones, second-order differential microphones also attenuate
sound based on the angle of sound incidence. Second-order differential microphones
classically have been constructed by combining two first-order microphone setups, using
one center microphone as a shared sensor between the two first-order microphones. The
signals of the two first-order microphones are subtracted to a achieve second-order
directivity by approximating the second-order spatial pressure gradient. A schematic of a
classical second-order microphone is shown in Figure 1‐3.
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Second-order differential microphones have better attenuating properties than first-order
microphones. Their output is proportional to cos 2 (φ ) , resulting in the directivity pattern
shown in Figure 1‐2 (b).
While these classical differential microphones are satisfactory, there are some problems
with their design. Firstly, these microphones require electrical signal processing to create
the directional response. A more desirable design would mechanically measure the
pressure gradient to achieve a directional response. Another issue is the microphone
spacing, shown as the length d in Figure 1‐1 and Figure 1‐3. As a differential microphone
device gets smaller in size, the spacing, d of the sensors decreases as well. When the
spacing gets very small, there is very little difference between the signals of the different
sensors, and the device does a poor job of measuring pressure gradients.

Figure 1‐3 – Simple Second‐Order Differential Output Scheme (Liu, 2004)

One second-order microphone design studied by Brouns (1981) employs a square array
of four omnidirectional microphones, as shown in Figure 1‐4. The microphone array is
oriented in such a way that there is one microphone in front, one in back, and two side4

by-side in the center. The signals from the four microphones are processed so as to
achieve the same response shown in Figure 1‐3. This is only realized if the two center
microphones are perfectly next to one another, without any eccentricity towards the front
or the rear relative to one another. These two microphones each contribute to the S 0
signal of Figure 1‐3.

Figure 1‐4 – Schematic of Square Microphone Array (Brouns, 1981)

As shown in Figure 1‐4, the square microphone array proposed by Brouns has four sound
incidence angles that produce a null response. This results in a “four leaf clover”
directivity pattern, which is not optimal for second-order microphones, as discussed in
Chapter 2. Another issue with this microphone design is the way that the sound pressure
travels to the microphones. Each of the four pressure sensing points in the above figure
represents an inlet of an acoustical port. The sound travels through these ports to
microphone diaphragms where the signals are then processed. If the acoustical
impedances of these ports are not perfectly matched, there will be errors in the resulting
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second-order gradient measurements (Brouns, 1981). Therefore, it is again desirable to
produce a microphone that inherently mechanically measures the pressure gradients.
A solution to the second-order problem has been proposed by Elko, et al. (1994), which
involves mounting a first-order microphone to a highly reflective wall or table top. When
properly configured in this setup, a first-order microphone produces second-order
directivity, entirely as a physical manifestation of the sound reflections and the first-order
directivity of the microphone.
While beneficial for many applications, this technique has its drawbacks. Firstly, for the
design presented in Elko, et al. (1994), the response of the second-order microphone
scheme was limited by a maximum frequency of 3.5 kHz. For the applications of
interest, as discussed in Section 1.4, the microphone’s frequency response is required to
be valid up to 20 kHz. Also, the reflective surface is required to be “large,” which means
that the second-order device as a whole would need to be large. For many applications,
the differential microphone enclosure must be as small as possible, while still achieving
second-order directivity. Another issue with what is known as the “Image-Derived”
second-order microphone is that test results have shown that it does not adequately
attenuate sound at 90° sound incidence. As shown in Figure 1‐5, this microphone is
theoretically supposed to produce a node at 90° sound incidence, but measurements show
that it does not behave properly in practice. A new approach for directionality is desired.
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Figure 1‐5 ‐ Directivity Pattern for Image‐Derived Microphone (Elko, et al. 1994)

1.3 Ormia Design

Most animals are able to localize sound by detecting the time difference between sound
reaching its two ears. For some very small animals, however, the distance between their
two ears is very small relative to the acoustic wavelength, making it difficult to detect this
time difference. These animals must develop other means of localizing sound to survive.
One such animal is the parasitoid fly, Ormia ochracea. Ormia has ears that are
mechanically coupled in such a way that they can detect the incident angle of acoustic
pressure, despite their small size.
The mechanism of Ormia’s ears has inspired a new differential microphone design (Miles
et al., 1995). Through its simple mechanical design, this microphone inherently
attenuates sound based on the angle of sound incidence, without any digital processing
needed. Like Ormia’s ears, which can be seen in Figure 1‐6, this microphone can achieve
a directional response despite its small size relative to the acoustic wavelength.
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Figure 1‐6 – Ormia ochracea’s ear (Liu, 2004)

The Ormia differential microphone design, pictured in Figure 1‐7, works on the same
simple principle as Ormia’s actual ear. As shown in this figure, the two sides of the

Ormia microphone correspond to locations 1 and 2 in Figure 1‐6, and the center hinge
corresponds to location 3. A plane sound wave approaching the diaphragm along the axis
of the pivots (conventionally known as 90° sound incidence) theoretically applies equal
pressure to each side of the diaphragm, causing the net moment about the pivot to be
zero. This results in a null response of the diaphragm, or a completely attenuated signal.
Conversely, a plane sound wave approaching at other incidence angles causes a
differential sound pressure between the two sides of the diaphragm. This pressure
differential has a nonzero net moment about the pivots and results in rotational motion of
the diaphragm. This pressure differential is at a maximum when the sound wave
approaches along the axis of the diaphragm (i.e. 0° sound incidence). The Ormia
microphone theoretically responds directly to the spatial gradient of the sound pressure,
and exhibits a “figure 8” directivity pattern identical to that of the two-microphone
design.
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Figure 1‐7 – Ormia differential microphone: (a) basic schematic, (b) detailed design (Liu, 2004)

To further refine the directional capabilities of the Ormia inspired microphone, a secondorder microphone has been devised. The second-order Ormia microphone is essentially
comprised of two coupled first-order Ormia microphones, attached end-to-end
lengthwise. This microphone, shown in Figure 1‐8 theoretically responds directly to the
second-order sound pressure gradient, i.e. the second spatial derivative of the sound field
along the microphone’s axis. It has a “quadrupole” directivity pattern, proportional to
cos 2 (φ ) , as shown in Figure 1‐2 (b).

Figure 1‐8 – Second‐Order Ormia Microphone (Miles et al., 2007)
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1.4 Uses and Applications

The inspiration for the Ormia microphone design was its applications for hearing aids.
The predominant complaint among hearing aid users is background noise. For example,
a person using a hearing aid while at a restaurant would have trouble having a
conversation because the voices of the people of interest will be drowned out by the other
people and noise within the restaurant. Non-directional hearing aids do nothing to
attenuate undesired sound input. Hearing aids that make use of directional microphone
technology are capable of attenuating the background noise of an environment, so that the
end user can focus on the sounds that they want to hear.
While directional hearing aids exist today, most of them are large and bulky because they
implement the multi-microphone approach, rather than the Ormia design. Many people
are bothered by these hearing aids because they are unsightly and uncomfortable, and opt
against using them altogether. The Orimia-inspired microphones are fabricated using
MEMS technology. These miniature devices have features on the order of a micrometer,
and the entire microphone is typically as small as 1x3mm. Hearing aids that use the

Ormia design will be able to fit entirely inside of the ear canal, making for a much more
user-friendly device.

1.5 Overview and Organization

The focus of this thesis is the testing and characterization of the Ormia inspired
microphones. This research is based on the work and ideas of Dr. Ronald Miles and his
research group, including Dr. Quang Su, previous graduates, and current graduate
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students at the Watson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences at the State
University of New York at Binghamton. This thesis is broken down into six chapters:
Chapter 1 introduces the concept of directional microphones. It describes the Ormia
inspired microphone design and its applications.
Chapter 2 gives a more in-depth discussion of how the second-order Ormia inspired
microphone works. It includes the lumped parameter model, Directivity Index
calculations, and an introduction to the characterization of these microphones.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of sound field measurements. It discusses why and how
sound fields are measured, and how the pressure gradients are approximated. It presents
the current techniques as well as new ideas for determining the pressure gradients.
Chapter 4 looks further into the sound field measurement process, determining the
sources of error and uncertainty. It also gives insight into quantifying the error of these
measurements.
Chapter 5 discusses the many applications of the sound field measurements, with respect
to characterizing differential microphones. It gives an in-depth look at the estimation
theory problem of determining the least squares transfer functions of the response of
these microphones, and derives the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound on these results. It also
develops a novel technique for predicting the plane wave response of differential
microphones, which can be expanded to many other applications.
Chapter 6 summarizes the research that has been performed in the testing and
characterization of differential microphones. It also makes recommendations for future
work and research.
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CHAPTER 2
SECOND-ORDER DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE
2.1

Overview

Second-order microphones have a strong capacity for selective sound attenuation. The
first resonant mode of these microphones is proportional to cos 2 (φ ) of the driving sound.
To examine the response of second-order microphones, it is helpful to first understand the
behavior of their predecessors. First-order differential microphones have a total
response, x , that is proportional to a combination of their first two modes, which can be
written as

x ∝ A + B cos(φ ) ,

(2.1)

(Thompson, 2000) where A and B are parameters of the devices that are constant in
time and frequency dependant. Physically, the response, x , represents the total
displacement of the center of one side of the Ormia microphone, as shown in Figure 5‐2.
Second-order microphones combine the two modes of a first-order microphone with the
second-order mode that is proportional to cos 2 (φ ) . This results in the relative response
x ∝ A + B cos(φ ) + C cos 2 (φ ) ,

(2.2)

where C is another parameter. The values of A , B and C are determined by the design
and fabrication of the microphones, and play a critical role in determining the directivity
index of a microphone (Thompson, 2000). Yang Liu (2004) showed that a classical
second-order differential microphone, composed of three omnidirectional microphones as
shown in Figure 1‐3, has an output described by
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[

]

x = Pe jωt A + B cos(φ ) + C cos 2 (φ ) ,

(2.3)

where P is the amplitude of the driving plane harmonic sound wave [Pa] , t is time [s],
j = − 1 is the imaginary unit and ω is the driving frequency of the sound [rad/s]. Now,

the relative response is expressed precisely in terms of a driving harmonic wave. Liu
(2004) also showed that for the classical second-order scheme, with the three
microphones having outputs S −1 , S 0 , and S1 as shown in Figure 1‐3, the above parameters
can be described by
2

(S −1 − S1 ) , and C = − 1 ⎛⎜ ωd ⎞⎟ (S −1 − S1 ) ,
A = S −1 + S 0 + S1 , B = j
2⎝ c ⎠
c
ωd

(2.4)

where c is the speed of the travelling sound wave [m/s].
2.2

Lumped Parameter Model

For the purposes of this study, it is useful to analyze the second-order Ormia microphone
as a lumped parameter model. That is to say, it is helpful to analyze them as a system
composed of discrete elements rather than continuous physical components. There are
numerous possible ways to break down the Ormia microphone into a lumped parameter
model, one of which, as proposed by Yang Liu (2004) can be seen in Figure 2‐1.

Figure 2‐1 – Lumped Parameter Model for the Second‐Order Ormia Microphone (Liu, 2004)
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In the above model, each side of the Ormia microphone is represented by a rigid plate of
length L and mass moment of inertia I , anchored to a pin connection by torsional
springs of stiffness K t . The two sides of the microphones are coupled to one another by
a transverse spring and a torsional spring, with stiffnesses K c and K tc respectively. The
damping constants C1 and C 2 represent the squeeze film damping due to the air pocket
beneath the diaphragm. The microphone’s response can be expressed in terms of the
angular displacements α of the sides of the diaphragm, due to the applied moments M
from the driving sound pressure (Liu, 2004). If the second-order microphone is driven by
a harmonic plane wave described by Pe jωt , the angular displacement can be described by

α = Αe jωt . The microphone’s complex response can be described by
bPL2
Α1 (ω ) =
12 I

Α 2 (ω ) =

2

bPL
12 I

⎛
L2ω 2 cos 2 (φ )
jLω cos(φ )
⎜⎜ 2 2
−
2
2
2
⎝ c ω1 − ω + 2 jζ 1ω1ω c ω 2 − ω + 2 jζ 2ω 2ω

(

) (

)

⎛
L ω cos (φ )
jLω cos(φ )
⎜⎜ 2 2
+
2
2
2
⎝ c ω1 − ω + 2 jζ 1ω1ω c ω 2 − ω + 2 jζ 2ω 2ω
2

(

2

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

2

) (

)

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(2.5)

(Liu, 2004), where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the left and right diaphragm of the
second-order microphone, respectively. Equation (2.5) introduces the unitless damping
ratios ζ 1, 2 , the natural frequencies ω1, 2 [rad/s] of the first and second vibration modes,
respectively, as well as the diaphragm width b [m]. Equations (2.5) are based on an
idealization that the areas of the two coupled differential microphones in a second-order
microphone are perfectly symmetrical, which results in the microphone being
independent of the omnidirectional pressure. An alternate, and perhaps more accurate,
approach could depict the centers of the plates anchored by both transverse and torsional
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springs instead of pinned connections and torsional springs (Albahri, 2011). Then, a
uniform pressure on top of the diaphragms would still have zero net moment, but there
would be a net vertical force, contributing to the omnidirectional mode.
2.3

Directivity Index

The directivity index (DI) is a means of quantifying how directional a microphone is.
According to Thompson (2000), it is determined by comparing the theoretical response of
an omnidirectional microphone to the response of the differential microphone in question,
assuming that sound is approaching the microphone equally from all angles.
Mathematically, for a microphone that has a maximum signal output at zero degrees
sound incidence, Thompson (2000) defines the DI as
⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
2
2[x(0)]
⎪
⎪
DI = 10 log ⎨ π
⎬,
2
⎪ [x(φ )] sin(φ )dφ ⎪
⎪
⎪ ∫0
⎭
⎩

(2.6)

with x(φ ) representing the response of the microphone at for a sound incidence angle φ .
Evaluating the directivity index for a second-order microphone described by Equation
(2.2), a second-order microphone has a DI of

⎡
⎤
( A + B + C )2
DI = 10 log ⎢ 2 1 2 1 2 2
⎥,
⎣ A + 3 B + 5 C + 3 AC ⎦

(2.7)

(Thompson, 2000). Differing values of A , B and C can produce limitless different
directivity patterns, with directivity indices ranging from zero to about 9.54. Setting
A = B = 0 results in a DI of 6.99 and yields the classic “tight figure-8” pattern shown in
Figure 1‐2 (b), which is also known as a “quadrupole” pattern. Setting A = 0 and B = C
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gives the second-order microphone a DI of 8.75 (Thompson, 2000) and results in the
directivity pattern seen in Figure 2‐2 (a). The optimal directivity pattern occurs when A is
nonzero, B = −2 A , and C = −5 A (Thompson, 2000). This is considered optimal because

it achieves the highest possible DI for a second-order differential microphone. Its
directivity pattern can be seen in Figure 2‐2 (b). In practice, it may be necessary to use
digital processing in order to achieve a second-order microphone with a DI of 9.54; there
is no known microphone that mechanically achieves this Directivity Index. It is not
surprising to notice that setting B = C = 0 results in a DI of zero. In other words, freeing
the microphone of its dependence on cos(φ ) and cos 2 (φ ) effectively turns this
microphone into an omnidirectional microphone. Similarly, setting C = 0 and keeping
the other parameters arbitrary results in the second-order microphone behaving like a
first-order differential microphone. To achieve the above cases in practice, it may be
necessary to use post processing of multiple signals; it may not be possible to design
second-order differential microphones that mechanically attain the aforementioned
parameter values.
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Figure 2‐2 – Directivity Patterns for Second‐Order Differential Microphones, (a) DI=8.75, (b) DI=9.54

2.4

Characterization

Typically, the characterization of microphones is performed to acquire values for the
lumped-model parameters. Dr. Quang Su (2005) has described in detail how to extract
these parameters for a single degree of freedom case. Su also states that these methods
cannot be directly used to characterize a multi-degree of freedom system. Therefore, he
processes the response of a first-order differential microphone in order to have the form
of a single-degree of freedom system. A similar process can be performed for the
second-order Ormia microphones.
Yang Liu (2004) states that assuming a small angular displacement, the average
displacement of each first-order diaphragm composing a second-order Ormia microphone
is equal to the angular displacement multiplied by L / 4 , which is the distance from the
center of rotation of each first-order diaphragm to the center of its outer side (see Figure
17

2‐1). Thus, from Equations (2.5), the average displacement of a single diaphragm on the

second-order Ormia microphone can be described by
x1 (ω ) =

bPL3
48 I

⎛
L2ω 2 cos 2 (φ )
jLω cos(φ )
⎜⎜ 2 2
−
2
2
2
⎝ c ω1 − ω + 2 jζ 1ω1ω c ω 2 − ω + 2 jζ 2ω 2ω

(

) (

)

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

⎞
bPL ⎛
L2ω 2 cos 2 (φ )
jLω cos(φ )
⎟.
⎜⎜ 2 2
x 2 (ω ) =
+
48 I ⎝ c (ω1 − ω 2 + 2 jζ 1ω1ω ) c(ω 22 − ω 2 + 2 jζ 2ω 2ω ) ⎟⎠

(2.8)

3

To extract the parameters of the second-order Ormia microphone, Equations (2.8) must
be modified to take the single-degree of freedom form. To do this, the responses x1 and
x 2 can be added and subtracted, resulting in

x sum (ω ) = x1 (ω ) + x 2 (ω ) =

bPL5
24 Ic 2

⎞
⎛
ω 2 cos 2 (φ )
⎟⎟ , and
⎜⎜ 2
2
ω
ω
2
j
ζ
ω
ω
−
+
1 1
⎠
⎝ 1

⎞
bPL ⎛
jω cos(φ )
⎟
⎜⎜ 2
x diff (ω ) = x 2 (ω ) − x1 (ω ) =
24 Ic ⎝ ω 2 − ω 2 + 2 jζ 2ω 2ω ⎟⎠

(2.9)

4

respectively. Equations (2.9) separate the response of the second-order Ormia
microphone into its first-order and second-order responses. Now, Dr. Su’s
characterization techniques can be applied to this system. This work has been explicitly
performed in the combined writings of Dr. Su (2005) and Mr. Liu (2004). The
characterization scheme focused on in this thesis will be related to the above techniques,
but not identical. Instead of explicitly determining each parameter of the lumped-mass
model, this thesis focuses on characterizing differential microphones based on how much
they respond to the zeroth, first and second-order pressure gradients, in terms of transfer
functions. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3
SOUND FIELD MEASUREMENT
3.1

Why Sound Fields Need to be Measured

In order to adequately test and characterize differential microphones, the sound field
around the test diaphragm must be accurately measured. This is because without a
known reference of the driving sound, little insight can be drawn from the microphone’s
response. For sensors that respond to the pressure gradients as well as the sound
pressure, it is especially important to be able to measure or approximate these gradients.
When the driving sound pressure and relevant gradients are known, and the microphone’s
response is measured, definitive conclusions can be drawn about how well the test
diaphragm responds to the different components of the sound field. This concept is more
deeply examined in Section 5.3.
3.2

Current Techniques

With wide selections of highly-accurate acoustic pressure sensors available, the task of
measuring the sound pressure within a reasonable degree of precision is trivial. More
challenging, however, is determining the spatial gradients of the sound pressure.
One approach to determining the first and second-order pressure gradients is to first
sample the acoustic pressure at many points in the sound field. These points are evenly
spaced, and along the axis of the test microphone chip, as well as perpendicular to the
chip’s axis, in plane with the chip, and centered at the microphone’s center. The data are
separated into individual frequency bins by way of Fourier transform. At each frequency,
and each axis of measurement, the measurement points are fitted to a third-order
polynomial using Matlab’s built-in Polyfit command. This command fits data to
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polynomials using a least squares approach (Mathworks, 2011). The estimated
polynomials of the sound field are differentiated once and twice to estimate the first and
second-order pressure gradient, respectively. For simplicity’s sake, the center of the
microphone chip is taken to be at the origin; this is the location where the pressure
gradients must be known. This process has been automated in a Matlab script composed
by Dr. Quang T. Su, of SUNY Binghamton. A basic diagram of this process is shown in
Figure 3‐1, where the dots represent sound sampling locations, the structure in the center is

an Ormia microphone, and the sound source may rotate about the dashed line. In general,
this process can be used to attempt to approximate the sound field regardless of the sound
source.

Figure 3‐1 – Schematic of Sound Field Measurement Grid

While this technique is believed to be adequate, it is far from ideal and alternate
approaches are sought after.
3.3

Alternate Approaches for Measuring Sound Fields
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In order to approximate the gradients of the sound field, one approach that has been
considered is the central difference approximation. Lee et al. (2008) showed that a twopoint central difference formulation for the pressure gradient is a very good predictor of
the true pressure gradient, even in highly complex dynamic systems. This method
approximates the slope at a point x0 on a curve based on known or measured function
values, f , at and around the point of interest. Typically, the central differences approach
is used to approximate the first and second order derivatives of a function based on three
or five measurement points, as given by Nakamura (2002) as

f ′( x0 ) ≈
f ′( x0 ) ≈

− f ( x 0 + 2h) + 8 f ( x 0 + h) − 8 f ( x 0 − h) + f ( x 0 − 2h)
h 4 (v)
, E≈
f
12h
30

f ′′( x0 ) ≈
f ′′( x0 ) ≈

f ( x 0 + h) − f ( x 0 − h)
h2
, E≈−
f ′′′
2h
6

(3.1)

f ( x 0 + h) − 2 f ( x 0 ) + f ( x 0 − h)
h ( iv )
, E≈−
f , and
2
12
h
2

− f ( x0 + 2h) + 16 f ( x0 + h) − 30 f ( x0 ) + 16 f ( x0 − h) − f ( x0 − 2h)
,
12h 2

where each apostrophe subscript denotes spatial differentiation, and h is the uniform
spacing between measured data points. The errors, E , of Equations (3.1) are known
errors due to the terms neglected from the Taylor series expansion when deriving these
approximations. Currently, as seen in Figure 3‐1, the researchers in question have been
using a total of twenty-five data points to approximate the derivatives of the sound field.
The spacing between measurements is 1mm. Lengthy as it may be, a central difference
equation can be composed that makes use of a “25-point stencil” of the point of interest.
Nakamura (2002) suggests an algorithm for determining the coefficients of this central
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difference equation based on Lagrange polynomials. The Matlab function Lagrange.m
carries out this algorithm, and can be found in Appendix A. The resulting equations for
the first and second derivatives based on twenty-five measurement points are listed in
Appendix B. This program was made to be easily modified to allow for any positive
integer number of data points.
The central differences approach was used to approximate the gradients of a sound field
that was previously measured and analyzed using the Polyfit command. The two
techniques were compared side by side and the results were noticeably different. As an
exercise, other cases were tested as well. Using a three-point measurement approach, the
central difference approach yielded identical gradients to the polynomial fit, when the
polynomial fit was based on the same three points. Using so few points is undesirable
because a third order polynomial is ill-defined by three points. A five-point measurement
resulted in identically equal first order gradients, but differing second-order gradients
with the two methods. Past these examples, the two techniques seemed to diverge from
one another. Upon discovering that the centered difference approach produces different
results from the current methods, a test was devised to determine which method was
superior.
To test the techniques in question, it is helpful to have a sound field that is known and
analytically differentiable. Because this is impractical, this scenario was simulated in
Matlab. A broadband plane sound wave was generated, and sampled at 1mm intervals
around the origin. The gradients were approximated using the two aforementioned
methods, and calculated using analytical differentiation, over varying sound incidence
angles, φ . The square error in the resulting complex functions were computed as
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ErPolyGrad = (g exaxt − g Poly )(g exaxt − g Poly ) ,
∗

ErCentGrad = (g exaxt − g Cent )( g exaxt − g Cent ) ,
∗

ErPolySec = (S exaxt − S Poly )(S exaxt − S Poly ) , and
∗

(3.2)

ErCentSec = (S exaxt − S Cent )(S exaxt − S Cent ) ,
∗

where Er denotes the square error, the subscript “Cent” denotes the centered differences
approach, the subscript “Poly” denotes the polynomial fit, the subscript “exact” refers to
the analytical value, and g and S are the gradient and second order gradient of the
sound field respectively. All of the gradients and errors in Equation (3.2) are functions of
frequency and sound incidence angles; the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate.
Summing the square error over all frequencies gives the total square error in each
technique for a given angle of incidence. The results, as seen in Table 3.1 show that for
this case, the centered differences method is far superior to the polynomial curve fit
approach. This table also shows the results for the gradients found using a natural cubic
spline interpolation, based on a Matlab code written by Dr. Bruce T. Murray of
Binghamton University. This code can be found in Appendix A.
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Sound
Incidence
(deg)

First-Order Gradient
Polynomial
Fit

Centered
Differences

Second-Order Gradient
Spline

Polynomial
Fit

Centered
Differences

Spline

0
2.07E+04
3.24E-23
1.05E+04
4.29E+10
2.21E-16
7.13E+11
10
1.79E+04
3.26E-23
9.88E+03
3.83E+10
2.23E-16
6.70E+11
20
1.14E+04
3.02E-23
8.19E+03
2.68E+10
2.22E-16
5.56E+11
30
5.24E+03
2.68E-23
5.90E+03
1.44E+10
2.15E-16
4.01E+11
40
1.60E+03
2.15E-23
3.61E+03
5.60E+09
2.23E-16
2.45E+11
50
2.90E+02
1.64E-23
1.79E+03
1.43E+09
2.19E-16
1.22E+11
60
2.46E+01
1.25E-23
6.55E+02
2.00E+08
2.15E-16
4.46E+10
70
5.71E-01
8.12E-24
1.43E+02
9.87E+06
2.22E-16
9.76E+09
80
6.65E-04
5.51E-24
9.52E+00
4.45E+04
2.26E-16
6.49E+08
90
1.52E-25
1.82E-24
1.25E-57
3.33E-19
3.44E-17
1.33E-25
Table 3.1 ‐ Total Square Errors for Three Gradient Approximation Techniques, Perfect Data Sampling

While this seems promising for the centered differences approach, the error results of
Table 3.1 are based on an unrealistic scenario. In practice, one cannot sample the sound

field perfectly. Therefore, the same simulation was run, but random noise was added to
the sound pressure before the measurements were sampled. This noise, although having
a relatively small magnitude (one percent of the sound pressure level), had a significant
impact on the error of the measurements. The results of the noise test case can be found
in Table 3.2. While noise in the measurements only caused the polynomial fit error to
increase marginally, it increased the error in the central differences method by many
orders of magnitude. This change was so significant that it made the polynomial fit the
favorable choice in this scenario. A listing of the Matlab code that ran these simulations
can be found in Appendix A. This code is a modified version of the script
PolyFitGrads_from_SoundfieldDataStructure.m written by Dr. Quang Su.
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Sound
Incidence
(deg)

First-Order Gradient
Polynomial
Centered
Spline
Fit
Differences

Second-Order Gradient
Polynomial
Centered
Spline
Fit
Differences

0
3.00E+04 1.12E+05 1.07E+05 4.42E+10 8.87E+11
7.13E+11
10
2.66E+04 1.09E+05 1.05E+05 3.94E+10 9.04E+11
6.70E+11
20
1.83E+04 1.08E+05 1.01E+05 2.77E+10 8.94E+11
5.56E+11
30
1.02E+04 1.13E+05 1.02E+05 1.50E+10 8.71E+11
4.01E+11
40
4.80E+03 1.07E+05 9.55E+04 5.92E+09 8.79E+11
2.45E+11
50
2.05E+03 1.12E+05 9.96E+04 1.56E+09 8.87E+11
1.22E+11
60
9.93E+02 1.08E+05 9.59E+04 2.33E+08 8.98E+11
4.46E+10
70
5.49E+02 1.07E+05 9.50E+04 1.71E+07 8.98E+11
9.76E+09
80
3.20E+02 1.08E+05 9.57E+04 4.09E+06 9.13E+11
6.50E+08
90
2.54E+02 1.05E+05 9.43E+04 4.02E+06 9.01E+11
9.43E+04
Table 3.2 ‐ Total Square Errors for Three Gradient Approximation Techniques, Noise Measurements

It can be concluded that for the practical testing of these sound fields, the polynomial fit
is more suitable than the centered differences approach. The polynomial fit also
outperformed the spline interpolations in all but one case. Still, if one were working with
a data set that was perfectly identified and needed to be differentiated numerically, the
centered differences approach is best suited. Also, because the weighting factors of the
centered differences approach are independent of the data, the computations can be
performed simultaneously over all frequencies, instead of in a loop, saving computation
time in Matlab.
The centered differences approximation can also be used to perform real-time analyses.
As suggested by Dr. Su (2011), a circuit could be constructed containing multiple
acoustic pressure sensors. The outputs of each of these sensors could be weighted by a
different multiplicative factor, as determined by the Lagrange polynomial process, and
then added together to estimate the gradients. Because the only operations performed in
the centered differences approach are multiplication and addition, the gradient
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calculations can be hardwired into the circuit without any digital post-processing. This is
unachievable with the polynomial fit process.
It is also conceivable to directly measure the pressure gradient, instead of trying to
approximate it. The Knowles NR23160 is a pressure gradient sensor; it directly
transforms a pressure gradient into an electrical signal. Therefore, one could theoretically
measure the sound pressure using a probe microphone, and then measure the pressure
gradient using the Knowles NR23160. The second-order gradient could then be
approximated by performing a polynomial fit to several first-order gradient
measurements made by the Knowles NR23160. While this technique is theoretically
valid, it is difficult to bring into practice because the Knowles NR23160 is highly
sensitive to changes in the environment, such as humidity and temperature. Therefore
this microphone needs to be recalibrated very frequently. On top of this, the Knowles
microphone, when wired to a circuit board, is relatively large and actually affects the
sound field. This means that the measurements taken with the Knowles NR23160 reflect
the sound field of the space containing this sensor. The probe microphone does not
disrupt the sound field in this way.
Applying Newton’s second law to a differential volume of air in a sound field provides a
relation between the pressure gradient, ∂p / ∂s , of a sound field and the particle velocity,
u , of the medium through which sound is traveling,

ρ 0 u& = −

∂p
,
∂s
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(3.3)

where ρ 0 is the density of the medium, s is the direction along which the gradient is
referenced, and the symbol u& represents the time derivative of the variable u . This
simple relation suggests that it is feasible to deduce the pressure gradient based on
measurements of the acoustic particle velocity. If the density of the medium is known,
and the particle velocity measurements can be numerically differentiated with respect to
time, the pressure gradient quickly follows. Likewise, a two-point central differences
approach is commonly used to approximate first-order pressure gradients in order to
determine acoustic particle velocity (Jacobsen, 2005). Acoustic particle velocity sensors
are currently available, but they have similar issues to the Knowles Microphone
mentioned above with regard to sound field disruption and calibration.
It has also been shown that the integral value of the acoustic pressure gradient, when
viewed as a vector, can be found optically by irradiating a sound field with lasers
(Teramoto, et al., 2007). The test setup required for this procedure is bulky and
inconvenient, however, and its presence would certainly modify the sound field of
interest.
Considering all of the aforementioned techniques, for the application of differential
microphone characterization, the polynomial curve fit of discretely sampled sound
pressure points is the best practical approach to measure the sound field. This is in
contrast with the widespread use of the central differences approach built into many
pressure gradient sensors (Kolundžija, et al., 2011, and Pascal and Li, 2007). This
discrepancy is explained by the additional computation required for the polynomial fit.
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CHAPTER 4
LIMITATIONS OF SOUND FIELD MEASUREMENT
It is impossible to perfectly measure the sound field without error. For characterizing
differential microphones, it is necessary to know the sound pressure as well as the
gradients at the center of the microphone. Supposing that the best practical way to
estimate the gradients of the sound field is by fitting a curve to discretely measured
points, many issues arise that cause errors in these estimates.
4.1

Accuracy of Pressure Measurements

The most fundamental source of error in the sound field measurements is inaccuracy in
the pressure measurements themselves. The reference probe microphone that is currently
used in sound field measurements is the Brüel & Kjær Probe Microphone – Type 4182.
Although the reference microphone is calibrated before use, it has finite limits on how
accurately it can convert fluctuations in acoustic pressure to an electrical signal.
According to the probe microphone’s data sheet, (Brüel & Kjær 2011) this microphone
has a sensitivity of -50dB ±3dB referenced to 1 V/Pa at 250 Hz, with an equivalent
inherent noise of less than 42dB SPL (A weighted) and under 50dB SPL (lin. 20Hz to
20kHz).
As discussed in section 3.3, any imperfections in the pressure measurements have an
effect on the accuracy of the estimates of the gradients. Aside from estimating gradients,
imperfections in the pressure measurements also obstruct our ability to accurately
describe the response of the test microphones. This is because the response of the
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diaphragms are expressed as their motion relative to the sound pressure. Therefore,
errors in the pressure measurements can result in misleading microphone response data.
The measured pressure signal, P(ω ) can be viewed as the “true” pressure with some
additive error, or noise due to the microphone, ε m

P(ω ) = Ptrue (ω ) + ε m (ω ) .

4.2

(4.1)

Accuracy of Positioning System

Three Newport® ILS250PP linear positioning stages are used to move the probe
microphone in order to measure points in the sound field. These three stages are
connected to one another in such a way that they each control the position along one
spatial axis. The three axes are perpendicular to one another so a complete threedimensional space can be measured if needed. The positioning stages are typically set up
so that two of them are in-plane with the test microphone, and one is normal to the plane
of the diaphragm. One of the in-plane stages moves directly along the axis of the test
microphone at zero degrees, and the other moves along the width of the microphone.
Although this positioning system is highly accurate, it is not perfect. The tolerances for
the ILS250PP are shown in Table 4.1.
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Model
Travel Range
Minimum Incremental
Motion, Linear
Maximum Speed
Resolution
On-Axis Accuracy
On-Axis Accuracy,
Typical
Uni-directional
Repeatability, Guaranteed
Reversal Value
(Hysteresis), Guaranteed
Reversal Value
(Hysteresis) Typical
Bi-directional
Repeatability
Pitch
Pitch, Typical
Yaw
Yaw, Typical
Roll

ILS250PP
250 mm

1 µm
50 mm/s
0.5 µm
5 or ± 2.5 µm
2.5 µm
1.5 µm
1 µm
0.4 µm
2.5 or ± 1.25 µm
250 or ± 125 µrad
65 or ± 32.5 µrad
190 or ± 95 µrad
65 or ± 32.5 µrad
100 or ± 50 µrad

Table 4.1 – Given Tolerances for the Linear Positioning Stages (Newport, 2011)

Because there is some error in the position of the probe microphone, the measured value
of the pressure P ( s, ω ) at some point s is actually measured at some point s + δ .
Therefore, the pressure measurement can be seen as P ( s + δ , ω ) , which can also be
viewed as P ( s, ω ) + ε p (ω ) . Here, ε p is the error due to the positioning, which is defined
by
P(s + δ , ω ) = P( s, ω ) + ε p (ω ) , or

ε p (ω ) = P(s + δ , ω ) − P( s, ω ) .

(4.2)

To account for the combined error due to measurement and positioning, Equations (4.1)
and (4.2) are combined, resulting in the recorded pressure defined by
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P(s, ω ) = Ptrue ( s + δ , ω ) + ε m (ω ) , or
P(s, ω ) = Ptrue ( s, ω ) + ε m (ω ) + ε p (ω )

(4.3)

Assuming a plane wave sound source of magnitude P travelling in the s direction, the
error due to position can be described by
⎛ s
⎞
⎛ jω ⎛⎜ t − s +δ cos(φ ) ⎞⎟
jω ⎜ t − cos(φ ) ⎟ ⎞
c
c
⎠
⎠⎟
−e ⎝
ε p (ω ) = P⎜ e ⎝
⎜
⎟.
⎝
⎠

4.3

(4.4)

Spacing Issues

When measuring points along the sound field, problems can come about if the step size is
not carefully chosen.
Aliasing is a well-documented phenomenon that affects the results of sampled data. In
regards to audio sampling, the term “aliasing” typically refers to temporal aliasing,
caused by sampling at a frequency below the Nyquist rate. This is not an issue for the
purposes of this study, because there is ample readily available recording equipment that
can sample at frequencies much greater than the Nyquist rate for audible sound. Spatial
aliasing is discussed less in literature, but is still a well-known issue.
To avoid spatial aliasing, the sound field must be sampled at a spatial frequency greater
than the spatial Nyquist rate for the sound. The Nyquist rate is defined as twice the
highest frequency of interest. While the highest frequency of interest is typically 20 kHz,
there are some cases in which a bandwidth of 50 kHz is used. A sound wave travelling at
343 m/s at 50 kHz has a wavelength of 6.86 mm, a spatial frequency of about 145.8
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cycles/m, and a Nyquist rate of about 291.5 cycles/m. Therefore, to avoid spatial aliasing
in this context, the sound field must be sampled at a rate greater than 291.5 samples/m, or
equivalently, 0.2915 samples/mm. The sound field is typically sampled at a frequency of
1 sample/mm, which is far greater than the Nyquist rate, and hence avoids aliasing.
One might be tempted to take data samples at very small increments to attempt to best
map the sound field. Although in theory this makes sense, in practice it is somewhat
misguided. Suppose again a noise due to the microphone measurement error, ε m (ω ) . If
two pressure measurements P ( s, ω ) and P ( s + δ , ω ) are taken very close together in a
continuous sound field, their values will be very similar to one another. Subtracting these
measurements to approximate gradients will result in a very small difference,
P ( s + δ , ω ) − P ( s, ω ) = δP << 1 .

(4.5)

If the measurement error is considered, Equation (4.5) becomes

[P(s + δ , ω ) + ε

m ,1

(ω )] − [P( s, ω ) + ε m , 2 (ω )] = δP + ε m,1 (ω ) − ε m, 2 (ω ) .

(4.6)

Because the errors are of arbitrary value, subtracting them does not necessarily cancel
them out, and the resulting right side of Equation (4.6) is likely to be dominated by the
error, and not the actual sound field information. Therefore, one must be careful to
sample the sound field at points spaced apart far enough to produce significantly differing
measurements. Conversely, some sound fields are quite erratic, or non-uniform. Such
sound fields have very high gradients, which means that at two relatively close points
there can be very different measurements. It is always advisable to be aware of the
nature of the sound field in question before deciding how to go about measuring it.
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4.4

Finite Diameter of Probe Tip

The probe tip of the reference microphone used here is 50mm long and has a diameter of
1.24mm. Even though the linear stages are precise on the order of a micrometer, the size
of this diameter limits the sampling resolution of the sound field. Fortunately, as
described above, the sampling resolution achieved with this microphone is sufficient for
the frequencies of interest. It is important to note, however, that for tests using a
reference microphone with a lager diameter, another issue arises. When the diameter of
the reference microphone can not be considered small relative to the wavelength of the
sound in question, the microphone begins to lose its omnidirectional properties. This
causes undesirable variation in the sound field measurements, and caution should be
taken in order to avoid this. The simplest solutions to this problem are to either use a
reference microphone with a relatively small tip, or to lower the bandwidth of the driving
sound source.
4.5

Issues at Low Frequencies: Small Gradients

Because the magnitudes of first and second-order pressure gradients are relatively low at
low frequencies, they can be challenging to approximate. It is particularly difficult when
the magnitudes of the gradients are less than that of the sound pressure itself. Using
equations (5.3) and (5.26) to predict the gradients of a plane wave, the relative
magnitudes of the gradients can be viewed in Figure 4‐1. This figure clearly shows that at
low frequencies, particularly frequencies below 343 Hz, the first and second-order
gradients have very low magnitudes. Not only does this pose a challenge for
approximating gradients, but it also introduces an issue regarding the response of
differential microphones. If a directional microphone works properly, responding mainly
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to gradients in the sound field, it will have a poor response at frequencies below 300 Hz.
Because human hearing is sensitive down to about 20 Hz, this can be a problem.

Figure 4‐1 – Magnitudes of Gradients for a Plane Wave
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATIONS OF SOUND FIELD MEASUREMENTS
5.1

Measuring Ormia Differential Microphones

For the purposes of this paper, the primary applications of measuring sound fields and
approximating their gradients are the measurement and characterization of Ormia
microphones. In order to characterize these microphones, it is not sufficient to merely
measure the response of the diaphragms. It is necessary to compare the measured
response of the microphones to the sound field around the microphone.
In practice, the current microphone testing setup takes place inside of a pseudo
acoustically isolated chamber. A loudspeaker plays broadband white noise into a tube
that directs the sound towards the test diaphragm. This tube is in place to minimize the
near-field acoustical issues of the setup. The physical response of the test diaphragm is
measured using a Polytec scanning laser vibrometer. The sound pressure at the test
diaphragm is also measured using a reference probe microphone. The entire test setup is
fixed to a vibration isolation table, and can be seen in Figure 5‐1. This test setup was
developed by Dr. Ronald Miles and Dr. Quang Su, and some of the hardware was
designed by Daniel Antonelli, a graduate MS student at Binghamton University.
The measurements are input into a computer using a SigLab data acquisition system.
Channel (1) of the input data is the output noise that is sent to the loudspeaker. Channel
(2) is the reference microphone pressure measurement, and channel (3) is the output of
the laser vibrometer. Because it is assumed that the test diaphragms respond linearly, the
broadband frequency response gives insight into how the microphone responds at any
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single driving frequency. For this reason, it is very efficient to drive the diaphragms with
broadband noise and measure its total response all at once.
The data is input to the computer with channel (1) as a default reference. The data is
stored as transfer functions between channels (1) and (2) and between channels (1) and
(3). It is desired to know the microphone’s response to sound pressure, which is the
transfer function between channels (2) and (3). This can be computed by simply dividing
the two default transfer functions. The built-in SigLab software also computes the
coherence of the transfer functions found, which helps determine the quality of the data.

Figure 5‐1 – Diaphragm Test Setup: (A) Laser Vibrometer, (B) Vibration Isolation Table, (C) Rotation
Stage, (D) Loudspeaker with Waveguide Tube, (E) Reference Probe Microphone, (F) Linear Positioning
Stages, (G) Test Diaphragm
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As will be discussed in Section 5.2, for some tests it is necessary to measure the response
of the test diaphragm from varying angles of sound incidence. For this reason, the
loudspeaker is fixed to a rotation stage, that is automated by SigLab. This stage can
rotate the speaker to desired incidence angles with excellent precision.
5.2

Estimating the Least Squares Transfer Functions for Differential
Microphones

5.2.1

Introducing the Estimation Problem

To begin characterization analysis, it is desirable to focus on first-order differential
microphones. To analyze the response of the differential microphones in question, it is
assumed that they are driven with sound pressure in the form of a plane wave. Plane
waves are described by

p(s, t ) = Pe

⎛ s
⎞
jω ⎜ t − cos(φ ) ⎟
⎝ c
⎠

,

(5.1)

where P is the amplitude of the sound pressure [pa], e is the base of natural logarithms,
j is the imaginary number defined by j = − 1 , ω is the frequency of oscillation of the

sound wave [rad/s], t is time [s], c is the speed of sound [m/s], s is the spatial variable
[m], and φ is the angle of sound incidence (rad). Plane waves travel spatially in the s
direction. Taking the derivative of the pressure with respect to s results in the pressure
gradient,

g ( s, t ) = − Pe

⎛ s
⎞
jω ⎜ t − cos(φ ) ⎟
⎝ c
⎠
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j

ω
c

cos(φ ) .

(5.2)

To simplify the model, it is assumed that the measurements are taken at the point s = 0 .
This results in pressure and gradient as described by
p (0, t ) = Pe jωt ,
g (0, t ) = − Pe jωt j

5.2.2

ω
c

cos(φ )

.

(5.3)

The Linear Model

The response, x , at a point on the microphone diaphragm can be viewed as a linear
combination of the pressure and pressure gradient at the microphone, as given by
x = pAp + gAg .

(5.4)

Here, Ap is the transfer function of the response with respect to the pressure and Ag is
the transfer function between the response and pressure gradient. These parameters are
functions of frequency, and are the desired values to be estimated. The above pressure,
gradient, and response are viewed here as complex constants. In equation (5.4) and
henceforth, the response of the chip being considered is the frequency domain response.
It is calculated here at a single arbitrary driving frequency. As linearity dictates, the
results of the upcoming analyses can all be expanded out into a broadband frequency
response, because the microphone’s response to each frequency is assumed to be
independent.
The parameters Ap and Ag can be directly mapped into lumped parameter model values
for the first order microphone. It is known that at a point L / 2 (see Figure 5‐2) away from
the center of the microphone (a common point to take measurements), the total frequency
domain displacement x(ω ) is
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x(ω ) = x c (ω ) −

L
L )
α (ω ) = A p (ω ) p(ω ) − Ag (ω ) g (ω ) ,
2
2

(5.5)

and further,

x(ω ) =

⎞
p (ω ) A0
g (ω ) I A
L ⎛⎜
⎟,
−
k − ω 2 m + jC 0ω 2 ⎜⎝ k t − ω 2 I + jC 0 t ω ⎟⎠

(5.6)

where xc (ω ) is the total vertical displacement of the center, α (ω ) is the angular
displacement of the diaphragm, p(ω ) is the acoustic pressure at the diaphragm, g (ω ) is
the derivative of the pressure with respect to s (i.e: pressure gradient), L / 2 is the
distance from the center of the diaphragm to the center of either side of the diaphragm,
A0 is the area of the diaphragm, k , m and C0 are the effective spring constant, mass, and

damping coefficient, respectively, k t , I , and C 0 t are the effective rotational spring
constant, mass moment of inertia, and rotational damping coefficient, respectively, and
I A is the area moment of inertia of the diaphragm. All of the non-constant values listed

above vary in the frequency domain. From the above equations, it is apparent that

Ap (ω ) =

A0
k − ω m + jC 0ω

)

and Ag (ω ) =

2

IA
,
k t − ω 2 I + jC 0 t ω

(5.7)

or alternatively,

Ap (ω ) =
where ω 0 = k / m and ξ =

A0 / m
,
ω 02 − ω 2 + 2 jω 0ωξ

C0
2 km

.

Figure 5‐2 helps visualize the physical basis for the above expressions.
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(5.8)

Figure 5‐2 – First‐Order Ormia Microphone With Displacements (Schematic of Damping not Shown)

)
Note that Ag (ω ) is the true transfer function between the pressure gradient and the

angular response of the microphone. It is important to acknowledge the distinction
between this parameter and Ag (ω ) , which is the transfer function between the pressure
)
gradient and the displacement x(ω ) at the point of interest on the microphone. Ag (ω )

provides greater insight into the physical characteristics of the microphone, but Ag (ω ) is
easier to observe and estimate. These two parameters are easily related by Ag = −

L )
Ag .
2

For convenience, the remainder of the analyses will be conducted in terms of Ag (ω ) , and
)
if ever necessary, one can easily compute Ag (ω ) . The aforementioned lumped parameter

model is based on one formulated in a personal meeting with Research Professor Quang
T. Su, Ph.D.
5.2.3

Theoretical Data Collection

A single measurement of response, xi can be represented mathematically by
xi = p i A p + g i Ag + wi0 ,
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(5.9)

where i is a measurement index, and w 0 is noise in the data, which is assumed to be zero
mean, additive, complex, and Gaussian, with a known variance, σ 02 . It is important to
note that all of the variables in equation (5.9) are complex-valued. For the following
analyses, it is also assumed that all of the noise measurements are independent. Also, the
additive noise in the system is assumed here to be due to the measurement error caused
by the laser vibrometer; for simplicity, it is assumed in this chapter that the pressure and
pressure gradients can be approximated with absolute accuracy. To collect data for
estimating the desired parameters, measurements are taken at many angles of sound
incidence. The number of sound incidence angles tested will henceforth be referred to as
M . At each angle, many measurements are taken. The number of measurements taken

per angle is denoted as N . Although it is not necessarily true in practice, the amplitude
of the pressure should theoretically not change with a change with incidence angle.
Once many data points are measured, there will be N * M equations with the form of
equation (5.9). This set of equations can be grouped into matrices, as

x = Hθ + w

0

.

(5.10)

x is a vector of the response measurements, H is a matrix whose columns are

measurements of the pressure and gradient, θ is a vector of the estimation parameters,
0

and w is a vector of additive noise. Equation (5.10) can be fully expanded into
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⎡ x11 ⎤ ⎡ p1
⎢x ⎥ ⎢p
⎢ 12 ⎥ ⎢ 1
⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M
⎥ ⎢
⎢
x
N
1
⎥ ⎢ p1
⎢
⎢ x21 ⎥ ⎢ p2
⎥ ⎢
⎢
x
⎢ 22 ⎥ ⎢ p2
⎢ M ⎥=⎢ M
⎥ ⎢
⎢
x
⎢ 2 N ⎥ ⎢ p2
⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎢ xM 1 ⎥ ⎢ p M
⎥ ⎢
⎢
x
M
2
⎥ ⎢ pM
⎢
⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M
⎥ ⎢
⎢
x
⎣ MN ⎦ ⎣ p M

g1 ⎤
g1 ⎥⎥
M ⎥
⎥
g1 ⎥
⎡ w10 ⎤
g2 ⎥
⎥
⎢ 0 ⎥
w
g2 ⎥
Ap ⎤ ⎢ 20 ⎥
⎡
M ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ + ⎢ w3 ⎥
⎥ Ag
⎥
⎢
g 2 ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ M ⎥ .
⎥
⎢ w0
M ⎥
⎣ ( M *N ) ⎦
⎥
gM ⎥
⎥
gM ⎥
M ⎥
⎥
gM ⎦

(5.11)

It is important to notice that for each angle, there is only one unique value for p and one
for g . This is because in practice, p and g are only measured one time per angle. It is
convenient to recast these equations as

⎡ x1 ⎤ ⎡ p1
⎢x ⎥ ⎢ p
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢ 2
⎢ x3 ⎥ = ⎢ p3
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M
⎢⎣ xM ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ pM
where x a =

1
N

N

∑ xai and wa =
i =1

1
N

g1 ⎤
⎡ w1 ⎤
⎢w ⎥
g 2 ⎥⎥
2
⎡ Ap ⎤ ⎢ ⎥
g 3 ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ + ⎢ w3 ⎥ ,
⎥ Ag
⎢ ⎥
M ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ M ⎥
⎢⎣ wM ⎥⎦
g M ⎥⎦
N

∑w
i =1

0
( a −1) N + i

(5.12)

. This averaging gives the noise of

Equation (5.12) an effective variance of σ 02 / N , which henceforth shall be referred to
simply as σ 2 . It has been shown that Equations (5.11) and (5.12) result in equivalent
estimators.
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Given the noise assumptions stated previously, the distribution of the noise is described
, where the covariance matrix is C = σ 2 I , and I is the

as

identity matrix. Because the parameters to be estimated are deterministic, and pi and g i
are assumed to be known upon measurement, the distribution of the data
is x ~ CN ( H θ , C ) , where H θ = μ is the complex mean. According to Kay (1993), the
joint probability density function (PDF) of the data parameterized by θ can now be
expressed as:

p ( x;θ ) =

1

π C
M

−1

exp[−( x − H θ ) H C ( x − H θ )] ,

(5.13)

where X denotes the determinant of the matrix X , exp[ X ] is equivalent to e X , and
p ( x;θ ) is the PDF of the data x , parameterized by θ .

5.2.4

Cramer-Rao Lower Bound

The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is a means of determining how accurately the
parameters in question can be estimated. Dr. Mark Fowler of SUNY Binghamton defines
the CRLB as “a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator,” (Fowler, 2010).
In other words, the CRLB is the theoretical limit on how precisely an estimator can
estimate the desired parameters. One way to determine the CRLB is by taking the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM), which Kay (1993) defines as

∂C
⎡ −1
∂C −1
[ I (ζ )]ij = tr ⎢C (ζ )
C (ζ )
∂ζ i
∂ζ j
⎣⎢

⎡ ∂ μ H (ζ ) −1
⎤
∂ μ (ζ ) ⎤
C (ζ )
⎥,
⎥ + 2 Re⎢
∂ζ j ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ ∂ζ i
⎦⎥
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(5.14)

for complex Gaussian data, where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian transpose of
a matrix, tr [

] represents the trace of a matrix, Re[ ] represents the real components of a

matrix, and ζ is a vector of the parameters to be estimated, separated into their real and
Ag ]T , then ζ = [APR

imaginary components (ex: if θ = [ A p

AGR

API

AGI ] , with
T

the subscripts R and I respectively representing the real and imaginary components.)
The Fisher information matrix is shown as a bracketed expression, as not to be confused
with the Identity matrix, I . The model in question is of the special case where the
covariance does not depend on the parameters of ζ . The Fisher information matrix
therefore reduces to

[I (ζ )]

ij

()

( )⎤

⎡ ∂ μ H ζ −1 ∂ μ ζ
= 2 Re ⎢
C
∂ζ j
⎢⎣ ∂ζ i

⎥.
⎥⎦

(5.15)

It is desirable to determine the covariance matrix, along with the CRLB in terms of the
complex parameters, θ . Upon evaluating the terms of the Fisher information matrix, it
takes the special form defined by Kay (1993) as:

[I (ζ )] = 2⎡⎢ FE
⎣

where E =

F=

1

σ

2

M

⎡

n =1

⎣

M

0
Rn G In − PIn G Rn )

∑ ⎢− (P

(5.16)

PRn G Rn + PIn G In ⎤
⎥ , and
2
G Rn
+ G In2 ⎦

⎡ PRn2 + PIn2
∑⎢
σ 2 n =1 ⎣ PRn G Rn + PIn G In

1

− F⎤
,
E ⎥⎦

(P

Rn

G In − PIn G Rn
0

)⎤ .
⎥
⎦

It has been shown (Kay 1993) that Fisher information matrices of this form can be
transferred back to their complex counterparts as
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[I (θ )] = E + j F ,

(5.17)

which results in a covariance matrix that must follow

C θˆ ≥ [I (θ )] .
−1

(5.18)

Dr. Mark Fowler defines the CRLB matrix as “the inverse of the FIM” and states that the
“diagonal elements of Inverse FIM bound the parameter variances, which are the
diagonal elements of the parameter covariance matrix,” (Fowler 2010). Therefore, the
diagonal elements of [I (θ )] are the CRLB for this problem. In his treatment of the
−1

Complex Classical Linear Model, Kay (1993) shows that estimation problems of this
class have a CRLB matrix defined by

(

H

−1

C θˆ ≥ H C H
5.2.5

)

−1

.

(5.19)

Least Squares Estimation

As stated earlier, the signal model for this analysis is theoretically based on a plane wave
sound input. Although this helps in formulating simulations, in practice it is extremely
difficult to actually create a plane wave. Because there is no truly reliable signal model
in practice, it is best to use the least squares approach when estimating the parameters.
As shown in Kay (1993), when looking for the least squares approximation of the desired
parameters, θ , the least squares error, J , must be minimized:

J = (x − H θ ) C
H

−1

(x − H θ ) .

To minimize J , its derivative with respect to θ is set equal to zero,
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(5.20)

[

]

(5.21)

(x − H θˆ)] = 0 .

(5.22)

*
∂J
H
−1
= − H C (x − H θ )
∂θ

[

H

−H C

−1

*

The superscript * denotes the complex conjugate, and θˆ denotes the estimator of θ .
Solving for the least squares estimator gives:

(

θˆ = H H C −1 H

)

−1

−1

H

H C x.

(5.23)

Because it is assumed that the noise samples are independent and each have the same
variance, σ 2 , the covariance matrices can be expressed as C = σ 2 I . This causes the
covariance matrices in Equation (5.23) to cancel each other out, resulting in the least
squares solution:

(

θˆ = H H H

)

−1

H

H x.

(5.24)

According to Kay (1993), this is the Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator of θ , and
the covariance matrix of this estimator can be shown to be:

(

H

−1

C θˆ = H C H

)

−1

,

(5.25)

which achieves the CRLB of Equation (5.19), making θˆ an efficient estimator. Because
the CRLB of this system is highly dependant on the observation matrix, H , it has been
proposed that in future studies, the setup could be altered in such a way that would
change this matrix (Fowler, 2010). Different structures for the observation matrix could
potentially improve the CRLB for this system.
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All of the above analyses can easily be expanded to the second-order case. Taking the
spatial derivative of the first-order pressure gradient and evaluating it at s = 0 yields the
second-order pressure gradient

S (0, t ) = − Pe jωt

ω2
c2

cos 2 (φ ) .

(5.26)

The response of a second-order directional microphone can be viewed as a linear
combination of the average pressure, first-order pressure gradient, and second-order
pressure gradient, given by

x = pAp + gAg + SAs .

(5.27)

As is the transfer function between the response of the diaphragm and the second-order
pressure gradient of the sound field. To begin estimating the desired transfer functions,
Equation (5.12) can be expanded into

⎡ x1 ⎤ ⎡ p1
⎢x ⎥ ⎢ p
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢ 2
⎢ x3 ⎥ = ⎢ p 3
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ M ⎥ ⎢ M
⎢⎣ x M ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ p M

g1
g2
g3
M
gM

S1 ⎤
⎡ w1 ⎤
⎥
S 2 ⎥ ⎡ Ap ⎤ ⎢⎢ w2 ⎥⎥
⎢ ⎥
S 3 ⎥ ⎢ Ag ⎥ + ⎢ w3 ⎥ ,
⎥
⎢ ⎥
M ⎥ ⎢⎣ AS ⎥⎦ ⎢ M ⎥
⎢⎣ wM ⎥⎦
S M ⎥⎦

(5.28)

which is the analogous matrix equation for a second-order system. This linear system
can be written in shorthand as x = H θ + w , and satisfies all of the same conditions as the
first-order model satisfied. Kay (1993) asserts that all complex linear systems with the
form of Equation (5.10) that satisfy the conditions put forth for the first-order problem
above have the same least squares solution and covariance matrix. Because the second-
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order microphone example is the same type of system as the first-order analysis, the
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound of the second order system is still expressed as

(

−1

H

C θˆ ≥ H C H

)

−1

,

and the least squares estimator for this problem is still expressed as

(

θˆ = H H H

)

−1

H

H x.

Again, the covariance matrix of the system achieves the CRLB, making this estimator
efficient. These are the exact same results as before, the only differences are the sizes of
the arrays and matrices in question.
It is important to note that in practice, all of the measurements taken are normalized to
the reference pressure. Therefore, each entry of the first column of the H matrix has a
value of 1. The second and third columns of this matrix are the gradients divided by the
sound pressure, and the response vector x is the response normalized to the pressure
[mm/pa]. This does not affect any of the above calculations or theory; it just requires
slight alterations in the data processing. Also, as discussed earlier, the data is taken over
a wide range of driving frequencies by exciting the test diaphragm with white noise. The
data is separated into discrete frequency bins using a Fast Fourier Transform and the least
squares estimation technique is performed at each frequency.
5.2.6

Simulation of Experiment

In order to test the least squares solution for this problem, a simulation was generated in
Matlab. Many liberties were taken with this simulation, in order to make it accurate to
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reality, simple, and easy to interpret. Not all of these liberties will be discussed here, but
they can all be seen in Appendix A, along with the complete listing of the Matlab code.
At the beginning of the simulation, a value of the pressure amplitude is selected. This
value is based on randomly selected values for PR and PI that are bounded by ±1.
Because it was determined that the pressure does not depend on incidence angle, (and it is
assumed that for this simulation will not depend on frequency), all of the measurements
of pressure are equal to the initial pressure value. The magnitude of the gradient is
determined based on Equation (5.3). A different noise “measurement” is created N
times per angle (per frequency) because the noise is what sets apart each x measurement
within an angle.
The complex values for Ap and Ag are chosen at random for every frequency. A very
important assumption made here is that the values that Ag can take on are far greater than
those of Ap . This is necessary for the microphones to respond directionally. This
assumption is physically justifiable because the microphones are designed to have a far
greater response to the gradient than to the pressure.
The simulation holds fixed all values except for the noise measurements, and simulates
the estimation experiment using a series of different noise variances. This gives insight
into how well the estimator performs for varying signal-to-noise ratios.
The results of the simulations show that the quality of the estimator greatly depends on
the initial noise variance. As would be expected, as the noise variance increases, the
estimator is less able to accurately determine the desired parameters. The parameter Ap
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consistently has greater estimation error than Ag , which makes sense because the signal
x is dominated by Ag . The error in Ap is uniform over the frequency band, while the

error in Ag is greatest at low frequencies. This can be explained by Equation (5.3). The
gradient (which multiplies Ag ) is proportional to the frequency of the input signal.
Because of this, at lower frequencies, there is a low pressure gradient, making the signal
at low frequencies more susceptible to noise.
Similarly, at low variances, the “measured” directivity pattern of the differential
microphone is nearly identical to what theory predicts, but at higher variances, it gets
noticeably worse. This result can be seen in Figure 5‐3.

Figure 5‐3 – Directivity Pattern at an Arbitrary Frequency (a)

σ 02 = 10 −5 , (b) σ 02 = 1

The simulations also verified that the CRLB computed from Equation (5.18) is equivalent
to the simpler form of Equation (5.19), which are both equal to the covariance of the
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estimator. As seen in Figure 5‐4, the CRLB for Ap is constant with respect to frequency.
The CRLB for Ag , however, is substantially higher at lower frequencies than high
frequencies. This further supports the rationale for the high error in Ag at low
frequencies.

Figure 5‐4 – Frequency Dependence of CRLB

Other outputs of the program show analogous plots to Figure 5‐4 with different noise
variances. For higher noise variances, the magnitude of the estimator variances increase,
as intuition would suggest.
The results of the simulated experiments are in strong agreement with the theory. It
seems that the ability to estimate the desired parameters depends on the variance of the
noise, the number of measurements taken, the initial amplitude of the pressure, and the
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values of the parameters themselves. It is up to the tester and manufacturer of the test
equipment to achieve the lowest possible signal noise. The tester also must use a high
enough sound input pressure to drive the microphone. In practice, however, the
amplitude of the sound pressure is limited by the quality of the loudspeaker, and the
nonlinear qualities of the microphone’s response. The values of the desired parameters
themselves are an issue to be dealt with by the microphone designers and fabricators.
Although relatively large values for these parameters make them easier to estimate, in
practice it may be advantageous to have them ( Ap in particular) be relatively low.
5.2.7

Measurement Versus Estimation

The least squares transfer functions theoretically dictate how directional microphones
respond to the different pressure gradients. It is important to check this theory in practice
to validate the estimation process. The test microphone used in the following example is
a fabricated Ormia microphone: Chip number 2505 from Wafer 754, from the batch date
9-30-2010. The sound field was scanned at nineteen different angles, evenly spaced from
zero to 180 degrees. The gradients were approximated using a polynomial fit algorithm.
In this example, only single-point measurements are shown, and the base motion of the
microphone chip substrate were not subtracted. The response of the microphone was
measured over the same angles as the sound field, and the least squares transfer functions
were estimated, as shown in Figure 5‐5. Next, the estimated frequency response of the
microphone at zero degree sound incidence was computed as

x(ω )est = p(ω )meas A p (ω ) + g app (ω )Ag (ω ) ,
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(5.29)

where p(ω )meas is the measured pressure of the sound field taken at zero degrees, g app (ω )
is the approximated gradient at zero degrees, and again, all of these quantities are
normalized to the measured pressure. The estimated response at zero degrees was then
plotted against the calibrated measured response of the microphone at zero degrees, as
shown in Figure 5‐6. As expected, the estimated and measured responses closely coincide
over a wide frequency band (Miles and Su, 2010). This helps to validate the estimation
process described above, serving as a “sanity check.”

Figure 5‐5 – Estimated Transfer Functions of Response w.r.t. Measured Sound Field
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Figure 5‐6 – Calibrated Measured Response vs. Response Estimated Using LS Transfer Functions

Although the estimated response does a good job of recreating the measured response, it
is yet unclear as to whether or not the least squares transfer functions have been properly
estimated. To illustrate this point, consider a case in which the sound field has been
poorly identified. If the gradients of the sound field are estimated improperly, the least
squares estimation technique will still work to justify the response of the microphone
based on the incorrect sound field information. Combining the erroneous sound field
measurements with these estimated transfer functions will still reproduce something
similar to the original measured response of the diaphragm, but the transfer functions will
not accurately describe the microphone’s characteristics as they are intended to do. This
issue will be addressed in Section 5.3.
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5.3

Simulated Plane Wave Response

Directional microphones are conventionally characterized based on their plane wave
response. Unfortunately, it is sometimes impractical to create a true plane wave in the
lab, so an alternative approach must be developed.
With the transfer functions Ap (ω ) and Ag (ω ) estimated, and assuming that the
microphones do not respond to any higher order gradients, or any other irregularities in
the sound field, the response to any deterministic sound field can be approximated (Miles
and Su, 2010). The most notable of these is the plane wave response.
If the response of a first-order microphone due to a general pressure, p , and pressure
gradient, g , is given by Equation (5.4), then the response of the microphone due to a
plane wave can be given as

x(t ) PlaneWave = p PlaneWave (0, t ) Ap (ω ) + g PlaneWave (0, t ) Ag (ω )
x(t ) PlaneWave = Pe jωt Ap (ω ) − Pe jωt j

ω
c

cos(φ ) Ag (ω )

.

(5.30)

The estimated plane wave response is very useful in processing data taken during
differential microphone testing. While this estimated response is theoretically valid, it is
necessary to check its accuracy by testing a microphone in a true (or as close to true as
achievable) plane wave environment and comparing the results.
To achieve a near plane wave environment, a test was performed on stage in a concert
hall. This wide open space, with the sound source far away from the test microphone is
believed to create a sound field that is similar to a plane wave. In order to take
measurements in the concert hall, a portable test setup was devised. This setup consisted
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of an industry standard differential microphone on a manual rotation stage, a one eighthinch reference microphone, a Bose® SoundDock® connected to an iPod® as a sound
source, amplifiers and filters for the microphone output signals, and a Zoom H2 recorder
as a data acquisition system. The industry standard microphone used was the Knowles
NR23160. This microphone was used to ensure the accuracy of the gradient response
measurements. The portable test setup was tested in the Microacoustic Sensors
Laboratory at Binghamton University, and the results were compared to data taken using
the standard SigLab hardware. The results of this test, as seen in Figure 5‐7, show that the
portable data acquisition system produces the same results as the standard system.
Therefore, the portable setup is suitable for use.

Figure 5‐7 – Portable Test Setup Verification: Frequency Response of the Knowles Microphone
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The portable setup was taken on stage at the Anderson Center concert hall at Binghamton
University for testing. The microphone was placed about 3 meters away from the sound
source, in a wide open area, which is believed to produce a sound field that is close in
nature to a true plane wave. This same microphone was measured in a standard acoustic
(non-plane wave) environment, and the plane wave response was approximated using the
approach described above.
The concert hall test setup can be seen in Figure 5‐8 and the results of these experiments
are shown in Figure 5‐9, Figure 5‐10, and Figure 5‐11.

Figure 5‐8 – Portable Test Setup at the Anderson Center Concert Hall
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Figure 5‐9 – Knowles Microphone Testing Plane Wave Response: 0 Degree Sound Incidence
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Figure 5‐10 – Knowles Microphone Testing Plane Wave Response: 90 Degree Sound Incidence
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Figure 5‐11 – Directivity Index Comparison: Actual vs. Predicted Plane Wave

The above figures suggest that the methods described for approximating the plane wave
response of a microphone are accurate within a reasonable degree of precision. Through
this technique, it is possible to perform standardized acoustic tests without the high cost
and effort of building an anechoic chamber.
Now that the estimated transfer functions have been used to predict the response in a
known sound field environment, it can be stated with confidence that the gradients of the
sound field and the least squares transfer functions have been estimated properly. This
puts to rest the issue brought up at the end of Section 5.2.7.
For the Ormia microphone discussed in Section 5.2.7, the plane wave response has been
estimated. First, the isolated contributions of the pressure and pressure gradient to the
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plane wave response of the microphone were computed, as seen in Figure 5‐12. This gives
insight into the directionality of the microphone. For example, it can be seen in this
figure that the contribution of the pressure gradient surpasses that of the pressure at
around 300 Hz. This suggests that above this frequency, the microphone will have a
stronger directional response than it would at lower frequencies. Next, the contributions
were added to one another, composing the complete plane wave response. The estimated
plane wave response is shown against the measured response of the microphone in Figure
5‐13.

Figure 5‐12 – Contributions of LS Transfer Functions Calibrated To a Plane Wave
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Figure 5‐13 ‐ Calibrated Measured Response vs. Estimated Plane Wave Response

Now it is clear that for the sound field in question, there is a significant discrepancy
between the measured response of a microphone and the estimated plane wave response.
This estimation technique is a vital and powerful tool for standardizing acoustic
measurements.
It is also simple to extend this technique to a second-order microphone. Once the least
squares transfer functions for a second-order microphone have been estimated, the
response to a plane wave can be written as

x(t ) PlaneWave = p PlaneWave (0, t ) Ap (ω ) + g PlaneWave (0, t ) Ag (ω ) + S PlaneWave (0, t ) AS (ω )
x(t ) PlaneWave = Pe jωt Ap (ω ) − Pe jωt j

ω
c

cos(φ ) Ag (ω ) − Pe jωt
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ω2
c

2

cos 2 (φ ) AS (ω )

(5.31)
,

and evaluated just as simply as the first-order case. This method was tested on fabricated
a second-order Ormia microphone. The prototype tested was chip #1305 from Wafer
#527, and the following Figures show the results from single-point measurements.

Figure 5‐14 – Estimated Transfer Functions For a Second‐Order Differential Microphone,
(Solid Line): Ap [mm/Pa], (Dashed Line): Ag [mm/(Pa/m)], (Dotted Line): As [mm/(Pa/m2)]
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Figure 5‐15 – Measured Response Compared to Reconstructed Estimated Response for a Second‐Order
Ormia Microphone
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Figure 5‐16 – Contributions of LS Transfer Functions Calibrated To a Plane Wave for a Second‐Order
Microphone

Figure 5‐17 – Calibrated Measured Response vs. Estimated Plane Wave Response for a Second‐Order
Microphone
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These general methods can also be used in other areas of research, to simulate the
response of any number of devices to many types of excitation sources. All that is
required is that the test device behaves linearly, the sources of excitation can be measured
or approximated, and the response of the device can be recorded. It is important to be
cautious when using this, however, to make sure that the test device in question satisfies
the complex classical linear model, and satisfies all of the noise assumptions previously
stated.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Ormia-inspired differential microphones are an up-and-coming technology that have the
potential to revolutionize the hearing aid industry and improve the lives of millions. To
aid in the development of first and second-order Ormia microphones, new testing and
characterization techniques have been developed. Through the least squares estimation
technique, the plane wave response of these microphones has been approximated. These
methods provide a way to perform acoustic tests, based on well-established standards,
without requiring the use of an anechoic chamber. It was shown that the least squares
estimator used for approximating the transfer functions of the differential microphones
achieves the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound for this problem, and is therefore considered to
be an efficient estimator.
In addition to devising a novel means for predicting the plane wave response of
differential microphones, the research performed for this thesis conclusively determined
that the polynomial fit technique is the best suited for approximating pressure gradients,
of the methods considered for the aforementioned applications.
Future studies can be performed to improve the estimated least squares transfer functions
of the microphones. It has been suggested that a Bayesian approach be implemented
instead of classical estimation techniques (Fowler, 2010). In order to carry out this
method, at each frequency, the estimation parameters must be viewed as random
variables with some known PDF. The challenge in performing this estimation will be
devising a means of approximating the PDF of these transfer functions.
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The plane wave testing should also be expanded to include a second-order microphone in
a known sound field environment. Until the true plane wave response of a second-order
microphone is compared to its predicted plane wave response, it will be unclear as to
whether the second-order pressure gradients (and likewise the transfer function AS (ω ) )
have been approximated accurately. Also, these far-field tests should be performed again
in an environment where it is possible to measure the sound field. This can be performed
using a motorized probe microphone, or a hard-wired centered differences circuit, as
described in Section 3.3. This will validate the assumption that the sound field in this
experiment is known.
Future research can also be performed to produce a high-order sound intensity probe
using second-order Ormia microphones. Once the first-order Ormia microphones are
ready for commercial use, they could be used to measure the gradient and approximate
the second-order pressure gradient of the sound field, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODES
%*********************************************************
% jiopoij.m
% Shorthand-a code for convenience used in many other codes
%*********************************************************
close all
clear all
clc
%*********************************************************
% calibration.m
% This code is used to find the calibration factor for the probe
reference
% microphone used in the Anderson center testing. It was written by
Josh
% Merlis and Daniel Antonelli with the help of Dr. Quang Su
% Get 1/8" mic calibration factor for Mic box set to gain of +40dB
%*********************************************************
jiopoij
numsamp=1e5;
[data,fs]=wavread('calib50dB.wav',numsamp); %Calibration94dB+50dBmicbox
L=length(data);
rtmsd=sqrt(mean(data(:,2).^2));
calfac=1/rtmsd
% calfac=7.2; %Pa/V
%*********************************************************
% lookatwav.m
% This code is used to compare the portable test setup (.wav fiels) to
the
% standard test setup (.vna files) used in EGB-D3 at Binghamton
University.
% The uncommented lines show figures of the raw data, the windowed
data,
% the coherence between the two signals, bode plots of the two signals,
a
% comparison of the tranfer functions between the Knowles mic and the
% reference mic from the portable setup using a built-in Matlab command
and
% analysis, and finally, a comparison of the transfer functions between
the
% Knowles mic and the reference mic using the portable setup and the
Siglab
% setup. The commented lines of code could be uncommented to test
% different cases for alternate sound incidence angles, and the lower
% commented lines could be uncommented to show additional figures, as
% described in their respective titles. This code was used to verify
the
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% validity of the portable setup.
%*********************************************************

jiopoij
numsamp=1e5;
[data,fs]=wavread('0deg.wav',numsamp); %Ch1Knowles,Ch2_1/8"mic
string='0deg.vna -mat'
% [data,fs]=wavread('22_5deg.wav',numsamp); %Ch1Knowles,Ch2_1/8"mic
% string='22_5deg.vna -mat'
% [data,fs]=wavread('45deg.wav',numsamp); %Ch1Knowles,Ch2_1/8"mic
% string='45deg.vna -mat'
% [data,fs]=wavread('67_5deg.wav',numsamp); %Ch1Knowles,Ch2_1/8"mic
% string='67_5deg.vna -mat'
% [data,fs]=wavread('90deg.wav',numsamp); %Ch1Knowles,Ch2_1/8"mic
% string='90deg.vna -mat'
% [data,fs]=wavread('noisefloor.wav',numsamp);
%Calibration94dB+40dBmicbox

gain=10;
data(:,1)=data(:,1)/gain;
calfac=7.2; %Pa/V
data(:,2)=data(:,2)*calfac;
L=length(data);
numav=10;
for ti=1:numav
clip(:,:,ti)=data((((ti-1)*L/numav)+1):ti*L/numav,:);
clip(:,:,ti)=clip(:,:,ti).*[hanning(L/numav) hanning(L/numav)];
FFTH(:,:,ti)=fft(clip(:,:,ti));
end
FH=mean(FFTH,3);
savg=L/numav/fs;
timeavg=1/fs:1/fs:savg;
s=L/fs;
time=1/fs:1/fs:s;
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(time,data)
% xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('signal')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(time(1:L/numav),clip(:,:,1))
xlabel('time [s]')
ylabel('Windowed signal')
freq=fs*(0:L/2-1)/(L);
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freqav=fs*(0:L/2/numav-1)/(L/numav);
F=fft(data);
% FH=fft(dataH);
[Cxy,FF]=mscohere(data(:,2),data(:,1),hanning(L/numav),0,L/numav);
figure
% subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),Cxy)
% % semilogx(freq,20*log10(abs(F(L/2+1:L,:))))
title('Coherence between Windowed Signals')
% legend('Channel1','Channel2')
ylabel('Magnitude')
% subplot(2,1,2)
% semilogx(freq,CHxy)
% % semilogx(freq,180/pi*angle(F(L/2+1:L,:)))
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
% ylabel('Windowed')
[Txy,FF]=tfestimate(data(:,2),data(:,1),hanning(L/numav),0,L/numav);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure
subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),20*log10(abs(Txy)))
% % semilogx(freq,20*log10(abs(F(L/2+1:L,:))))
title('Transfer Function between Windowed Signals')
% legend('Channel1','Channel2')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
subplot(2,1,2)
% semilogx(freq,CHxy)
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),180/pi*angle(Txy))
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase [deg]')

%
%
%
%
%
%

Pxy=cpsd(data(:,1),data(:,2),hanning(L),[],L);
figure
semilogx(freq,Pxy(1:L/2));
title('Cross Power Spectral Density of Windowed Signals')
ylabel('Magnitude')
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure
subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(freq,20*log10(abs(F(1:L/2,:))))
title('Bode Plot of Signals')
legend('Knowles','1/8" Mic')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
subplot(2,1,2)
semilogx(freq,180/pi*angle(F(1:L/2,:)))
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase [deg]')

figure
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subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(freqav,20*log10(abs(FH(1:L/2/numav,:))))
title('Bode Plot of Windowed Signals')
legend('Knowles','1/8" Mic')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
subplot(2,1,2)
semilogx(freqav,180/pi*angle(FH(1:L/2/numav,:)))
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase [deg]')
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure
subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(freq,20*log10(abs(F(1:L/2,1))./abs(F(1:L/2,2))))
title('Transfer Function of Knowles Mic wrt 1/8" mic')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
subplot(2,1,2)
semilogx(freq,(180/pi*angle(F(1:L/2,1))-180/pi*angle(F(1:L/2,2))))
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase difference [deg]')

% figure
% subplot(2,1,1)
% semilogx(freqav,20*log10(abs(FH(1:L/2/numav,1)./FH(1:L/2/numav,2))))
% title('Transfer Function of Knowles Mic wrt 1/8" mic (Windowed
signals)')
% ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
% subplot(2,1,2)
% semilogx(freqav,(180/pi*angle(FH(1:L/2/numav,1))180/pi*angle(FH(1:L/2/numav,2))))
% xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
% ylabel('Phase difference [deg]')
%
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(freqav,20*log10(abs(FH(1:L/2/numav,1)./FH(1:L/2/numav,2))))
hold on
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),20*log10(abs(Txy)),'k')
title('Transfer Function of Knowles Mic wrt 1/8" mic (Windowed
signals)')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
hold off
legend('Calculated','tfestimate')
subplot(2,1,2)
semilogx(freqav,180/pi*angle(FH(1:L/2/numav,1)./FH(1:L/2/numav,2)))
hold on
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),180/pi*angle(Txy),'k')
hold off
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase difference [deg]')
%
%
%
%

figure
mscohere(data(:,1),data(:,2),hanning(L/numav),0,L/numav);
figure
tfestimate(data(:,1),data(:,2),hanning(L/numav),0,L/numav);
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eval(['load ' string])
% figure
% subplot(2,1,1)
% semilogx(SLm.fdxvec,20*log10(abs(SLm.xcmeas(2,1).xfer/calfac)))
% title('Transfer Function Between Channels 2 and 1 (Siglab)')
% ylabel('Magnitude [dB]')
% subplot(2,1,2)
% semilogx(SLm.fdxvec,(180/pi*angle(SLm.xcmeas(2,1).xfer/calfac)))
% xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
% ylabel('Phase [deg]')
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
semilogx(SLm.fdxvec,20*log10(abs(SLm.xcmeas(2,1).xfer/calfac/gain)))
hold on
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),20*log10(abs(Txy)),'k')
title('Transfer Function Between Sound Pressure and Knowles Response')
ylabel('Magnitude [dB], re=1V/Pa')
hold off
grid on
legend('Siglab','ZoomH2')
subplot(2,1,2)
semilogx(SLm.fdxvec,(180/pi*angle(SLm.xcmeas(2,1).xfer/calfac/gain)))
hold on
semilogx(FF/max(FF)*max(freq),180/pi*angle(Txy),'k')
hold off
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase [deg]')
grid on
%*********************************************************
% ZoomToPolar.m
% This code reads the raw data from the Anderson Center testing and
preares
% it for further analysis and viewing. It calibrates the data, applies
a
% hanning window to it, performs a Fast Fourier Transform to get the
% frequency domain data, and approximates the transfer function between
the
% Knowles microphone and the reference microphone. It saves the data
for
% use in future programs.
% The files read are already separated into different .wav files that
are
% uniformly named based on their respective sound incidence angles and
% loudspeaker distance.
%*********************************************************
jiopoij
numsamp=1e5;
theta=[0:10:180]';
distance='10';
for i=1:length(theta)
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eval(['[data,fs]=wavread(''' distance 'ft_' num2str(theta(i))
'.wav'',numsamp);']) %Ch1Knowles,Ch2_1/8"mic
gain=10;
calfac=7.2; %Pa/V
data(:,2)=data(:,2)*calfac;
data(:,1)=data(:,1)/gain;
L=length(data);
numav=10;
for ti=1:numav
clip(:,:,ti)=data((((ti-1)*L/numav)+1):ti*L/numav,:);
clip(:,:,ti)=clip(:,:,ti).*[hanning(L/numav) hanning(L/numav)];
FFTH(:,:,ti)=fft(clip(:,:,ti));
end
FH=mean(FFTH,3);
savg=L/numav/fs;
timeavg=1/fs:1/fs:savg;
s=L/fs;
time=1/fs:1/fs:s;
freq=fs*(0:L/2-1)/(L);
freqav=fs*(0:L/2/numav-1)/(L/numav);
[Txy,FF]=tfestimate(data(:,2),data(:,1),hanning(L/numav),0,L/numav);
Hpx(:,20-i)=Txy;
end
CRm.caldata.Hpx=Hpx
CRm.freq=FF/max(FF)*max(freq);
CRm.theta=theta.';
eval(['save ' [distance 'Ft_AndersonCenter'] ' CRm'])
disp(['save ' [distance 'Ft_AndersonCenter'] ' CRm'])
%*********************************************************
% PolarGUIDataStructureH2.m
% This code is a specialized modification of the code named
% PolarGUIDataStructure.m, written by Dr. Quang Su. Its purpose is to
let
% the user view many different test results, including polar plots for
% different frequencies, Directivity Index plots, and Frequency
Response
% plots for user-input incidence angles. This code was modified by
Josh
% Merlis in order to accommodate data taken using the portable test
setup.
% Many commented lines were not removed because they are considered to
be
% "legacy" portions of the code that should not be lost. This code
calls
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% the function DIfun.m, which is not included here because it was
written
% entirely by Dr. Quang Su.
%*********************************************************
function PolarGUIDataStructureH2(Action,in1)
if nargin==0,
Action='init';
end
%global freq angs angs2 dirmat
global freq angs Nangs Hdirmat dirmat findex ax1grad ax2grad ax1g2
ax2g2 rho theta da DIvec
global Lhfig Lhplot Lhslide Lhedit Lhpopup Sidespopup savedatafile
DataFiles micdatafile Sidespopupstring BigQ TFDATA sides
global GFm CRm datafile
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if strcmp(Action,'init'),
[fname1 pname]=uigetfile('*.mat','Pick Scan Data for Microphone
Measurements');
datafile=fname1;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

datafile='CRm_W527_1305_diffTop_20kHzBW_Point1.mat';
datafile='CRm_W527_1305_diffTop_20kHzBW_Point2.mat';
datafile='CRm_W527_1305_diffTop_20kHzBW_Point3.mat';
datafile='CRm_W527_1305_diffTop_20kHzBW_Point4.mat';
datafile='CRm_W527_1305_diffTop_20kHzBW_substr.mat';

load(datafile,'-mat')
load(CRm.GradRotFile,'-mat')
GradAxis=str2num(CRm.GradAxis);
freq=CRm.freq;
theta=CRm.theta;
angs=theta.*(pi/180); %(1xNang)
Nangs=length(angs);
rho=ones(1,Nangs);

findex=1;
Lhfig=figure;
figurename=[datafile '---Directivity_Data'];
set(Lhfig,'position',[232 120 570
536],'deletefcn','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''quitit'')',...
'NumberTitle','Off','name',figurename,'menubar','none')
polar(angs,rho,'-o')
uimenu(Lhfig,'label','LoadNewDataSet','callback','PolarGUIDataStructure
H2(''loadnew'')')
uimenu(Lhfig,'label','dBplot','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''dBp
lot'')')
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uimenu(Lhfig,'label','DIplot','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''DIp
lot'')')
uimenu(Lhfig,'label','PlotAFRFs','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''
plotfrfs'')')
uimenu(Lhfig,'label','ExportPolarData','callback','PolarGUIDataStructur
eH2(''SavePolarData'')')
Lhplot=gca;
set(Lhplot,'units','normalized','position',[0.1263
0.2892
0.7526
0.6493])
%Initialize freq. input text, edit box, and slider:
uicontrol('style','text','units','normalized','position',[0.6182
0.1742
0.1910
0.0351],...
'string','Frequency, [Hz]')
Lhedit=uicontrol('style','edit','units','normalized','position',[0.6165
0.1251
0.2014
0.0351],...
'string',num2str(min(freq)),'callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''getfr
eq'',1)');
df=freq(4)-freq(3);
smallstep=df/(max(freq)-min(freq));
bigstep=smallstep*4;
Lhslide=uicontrol('style','slider','units','normalized','position',[0.6
028
0.0760
0.2341
0.0368],...
'min',min(freq),'max',max(freq),'value',min(freq),'sliderstep',[smallst
ep bigstep],'callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''getfreq'',2)');
hftext1=uicontrol('style','text','units','normalized','position',[0.552
8
0.0356
0.1050
0.0351],...
'string',num2str(min(freq)));
hftext2=uicontrol('style','text','units','normalized','position',[0.771
4
0.0356
0.1033
0.0351],...
'string',num2str(max(freq)));

Lhpopup=uicontrol('style','popupmenu','units','normalized','position',[
0.1018
0.1604
0.4019
0.0373],...
'string','Response Magnitude|abs(RealPart of
Response)|abs(Imag.Part of
Response)','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''MagReIm'')');
%
Sidespopup=uicontrol('style','popupmenu','units','normalized','position
',[0.2018
0.0604
0.3019
0.0373],...
%
'string','Gradient wrt Pressure Ax1|Gradient wrt Pressure
Ax2|Second order Gradient wrt Pressure Ax1|Second order Gradient wrt
Pressure Ax2|Measured Response|Plane Wave
Response','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''SidePick'')');
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%

PolarGUIDataStructureH2('SidePick')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% elseif strcmp(Action,'SidePick')
%
Nside=get(Sidespopup,'value');
%
%
if Nside==1, %Ax1Grad
%
Hdirmat=(GFm.Gdata(1).Hppr);
%
elseif Nside==2, %Ax2Grad
%
Hdirmat=(GFm.Gdata(2).Hppr);
%
elseif Nside==3, %Ax1secondGrad
%
Hdirmat=(GFm.Gdata(1).Hpprr);
%
elseif Nside==4, %Ax2secondGrad
%
Hdirmat=(GFm.Gdata(2).Hpprr);
%
elseif Nside==5, %Response
Hdirmat=(CRm.caldata.Hpx);
%
elseif Nside==6, %PlaneWaveResponse
%
Hdirmat=(CRm.caldata.Hpxplane);
%
%
end
%
PolarGUIDataStructureH2('MagReIm')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'MagReIm')
Npop=get(Lhpopup,'value');
if Npop==1, %magnitude
dirmat=abs(Hdirmat);
elseif Npop==2, %real part
dirmat=abs(real(Hdirmat));
%
dirmat=(real(Hdirmat));
elseif Npop==3, %imag. part
dirmat=abs(imag(Hdirmat));
end
da=angs(2)-angs(1);
angs=0:da:2*pi;
%dirmat is data from 0 to 180 deg
dirmat(:,Nangs+1:length(angs))=dirmat(:,Nangs-1:-1:1);
PolarGUIDataStructureH2('plotit')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'getfreq')
if in1==1, %input from edit box
fo=str2num(get(Lhedit,'string'));
elseif in1==2, %input from slider
fo=round(get(Lhslide,'value'));
end
df=freq(4)-freq(3);
if isempty(fo),
set(Lhedit,'string',' ')
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else
findex=round(1+fo/df);
if findex==0,findex=1;end
set(Lhedit,'string',num2str(freq(findex)))
set(Lhslide,'value',freq(findex))
end
PolarGUIDataStructureH2('plotit')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'loadnew')
eval(['close ' datafile '---Directivity_Data'])
clear all
PolarGUIDataStructureH2('init')
elseif strcmp(Action,'plotfrfs')
global datadefAns freq dBmat Phmat
%input dialog box:
dataprompt={'Enter incidence angle to plot'};
datatitle='Plot frequency responses';
lineNo=1;
global datadefAns
if isempty(datadefAns)
datadefAns={'0 40 90'}; %set the default settings
end
dataAnswer=inputdlg(dataprompt,datatitle,lineNo,datadefAns);
datadefAns=dataAnswer; %the default setting for the dialog box is
now the current settings
titlestringy=get(Sidespopup,'string');
hellounits='V/Pa';
if ~isempty(dataAnswer)
%
A2plot=[0 90 180 270];
A2plot=str2num(dataAnswer{1});
da=theta(3)-theta(2);
ias=round(A2plot/da+1);
N2P=length(A2plot);
num=length(freq);
dBmat=zeros(num,N2P);
Phmat=zeros(num,N2P);
Remat=zeros(num,N2P);
Immat=zeros(num,N2P);
%dBplotstr='semilogx(';
%PLhplotstr='semilogx(';
dBplotstr='semilogx(';
PLhplotstr='semilogx(';
legendstr='legend(';
%Replotstr='semilogx(';
%Implotstr='semilogx(';
Replotstr='semilogx(';
Implotstr='semilogx(';
Replotstr2='semilogx(';
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Implotstr2='semilogx(';
% ias
for m=1:N2P,
dBmat(:,m)=20*log10(abs(Hdirmat(:,ias(m))));
Phmat(:,m)=angle(Hdirmat(:,ias(m)))*180/pi;
Remat(:,m)=real(Hdirmat(:,ias(m)));
Immat(:,m)=imag(Hdirmat(:,ias(m)));
dBplotstr=[dBplotstr 'freq,dBmat(:,' num2str(m) '),'];
PLhplotstr=[PLhplotstr 'freq,Phmat(:,' num2str(m) '),'];
Replotstr=[Replotstr 'freq,Remat(:,' num2str(m) '),'];
Implotstr=[Implotstr 'freq,Immat(:,' num2str(m) '),'];
Replotstr2=[Replotstr2 'freq,20*log10(abs(Remat(:,'
num2str(m) '))),'];
Implotstr2=[Implotstr2 'freq,20*log10(abs(Immat(:,'
num2str(m) '))),'];
%
Replotstr2=[Replotstr2
'freq,20*log10((Remat(:,' num2str(m) '))),'];
%
Implotstr2=[Implotstr2
'freq,20*log10((Immat(:,' num2str(m) '))),'];
legendstr=[legendstr '''' num2str(theta(ias(m)))
'deg.'','];
end
dBplotstr=[dBplotstr(1:length(dBplotstr)-1) ');'];
PLhplotstr=[PLhplotstr(1:length(PLhplotstr)-1) ');'];
Replotstr=[Replotstr(1:length(Replotstr)-1) ');'];
Implotstr=[Implotstr(1:length(Implotstr)-1) ');'];
Replotstr2=[Replotstr2(1:length(Replotstr2)-1) ');']
Implotstr2=[Implotstr2(1:length(Implotstr2)-1) ');'];
legendstr=[legendstr(1:length(legendstr)-1) ');'];
figure('name','Mag and Phase')
uimenu('label','ExportPlot','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH2(''AFRFE
XPORT'')')
subplot(2,1,1)
eval(dBplotstr)
grid on
ylabel(['Mag., [dB] re=1' hellounits])
title(titlestringy(get(Sidespopup,'value'),:))
subplot(2,1,2)
eval(PLhplotstr)
grid on
xlabel('Frequency, [Hz]')
ylabel('Phase, [deg]')
eval(legendstr)
figure('name','Real and imag parts')
subplot(2,1,1)
eval(Replotstr)
grid on
ylabel(['Real part, ' hellounits])
title(titlestringy(get(Sidespopup,'value'),:))
subplot(2,1,2)
eval(Implotstr)
grid on
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xlabel('Frequency, [Hz]')
ylabel(['Imaginary part, ' hellounits])
eval(legendstr)
figure('name','20*log(abs(real)) and 20*log(abs(imag))')
subplot(2,1,1)
eval(Replotstr2)
grid on
ylabel('20*log10(abs(real part))')
title(titlestringy(get(Sidespopup,'value'),:))
subplot(2,1,2)
eval(Implotstr2)
grid on
xlabel('Frequency, [Hz]')
ylabel('20*log10(abs(imag part))')
eval(legendstr)

');

%

saveAFRFs=input('save AFRF data? (enter 1 for yes):

%
%
%
%

if saveAFRFs==1,
disp('save them')
whos freq dBmat Phmat Remat Immat
end

end

elseif strcmp(Action,'AFRFEXPORT')
global datadefAns freq dBmat Phmat
stringthing='%15.7g ';
for count=1:min(2*size(dBmat))
stringthing=[stringthing '%15.7g '];
end
a=datadefAns{1};
[fname1,path1]=uiputfile('*.dat','Save Frequency Response data to
ASCII file');
if fname1~=0,
fid=fopen([path1 fname1],'w+');
fprintf(fid,'%15s %15s \n ','Frequency',['magnitude' a '
phase' a]);
fprintf(fid,[stringthing ' \n'],[freq,dBmat,Phmat].');
fclose(fid);
disp('saved the Frequency Response Data to: ')
disp([path1 fname1])
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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elseif strcmp(Action,'plotit')
%
whos
rho=dirmat(findex,:);
%
rho2=interp1(angs,rho,angs2,'linear');
%hold off
%polar(angs2,rho2)
%hold on
polar(angs,rho,'-o')
title('Polar Plot (only 180 deg. scanned, image is mirrorred about
the horizontal)')
xlabel([num2str(round(freq(findex))) ' Hertz'])
PolarGUIDataStructureH2('dBmax_min')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'dBplot')
global rho rhodB angs
rho=dirmat(findex,:);
rhodB=20.*log10(rho./min(rho));
%dBmin=min(rhodB);
%dBmax=max(rhodB);
%rhodB=rhodB-dBmin;
DI=DIfun(angs,rho);
figure
polar(angs,rhodB,'-o')
xlabel(['Directivity in dB, freq= ' num2str(round(freq(findex))) '
Hertz, DI = ' num2str(DI) ' dB'])
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'dBmax_min')
rho=dirmat(findex,:);
rhodB=20.*log10(rho);
dBmin=min(rhodB);
dBmax=max(rhodB);
maxdiff=dBmax-dBmin;
for m=1:length(angs),
if rhodB(m)==dBmin,minindex=m; end
if rhodB(m)==dBmax,maxindex=m; end
end
%calculate directivity index:
DI=DIfun(angs,rho);

fprintf('\n freq= %6.0f \n',freq(findex))
fprintf('Min. dB = %6.2f , angle= %6.2f \n',dBmin,
angs(minindex)*180/pi)
fprintf('Max. dB = %6.2f , angle= %6.2f \n',dBmax,
angs(maxindex)*180/pi)
fprintf('Max. dB difference = %6.2f \n',dBmax-dBmin)
fprintf('DI = %6.2f \n',DI)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'DIplot')
global Qvec1 Qvec2 DIvec1 DIvec2 DIvec
num=length(freq);
DIvec=zeros(1,num);
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for ii=1:num,
DIvec(ii)=DIfun(angs,dirmat(ii,:));
end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure
plot(freq,DIvec)
ylabel('Directivity Index for 0 deg.')
xlabel('Freq. in Hertz')
grid on
zoom on

[f3rdOB,DI3rdOB,AIDI]=AIDIfun(freq,DIvec,'init');
AIDI
Npop=get(Lhpopup,'value');
if Npop==1, %magnitude
title('Magnitude')
elseif Npop==2, %real part
title('abs(RealPart)')
elseif Npop==3, %imag. part
title('abs(Imag.Part)')
end
figure(132132)
delete(132132)
figure(132132)
semilogx(freq,DIvec)
title('Directivity Index Plot')
xlabel('Center Freq. [Hz]')
ylabel('DI')
grid on

uimenu(132132,'label','ExportDIData','callback','PolarGUIDataStructureH
2(''SaveDIData'')')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'SaveDIData')
[fname1,path1]=uiputfile('*.dat','Save Directivity data to ASCII
file');
if fname1~=0,
fid=fopen([path1 fname1],'w+');
fprintf(fid,'%15s %15s \n ','Frequency','dB');
fprintf(fid,'%15.7g %15.7g \n',[freq.';DIvec]);
fclose(fid);
disp('saved the Directivity Data to: ')
disp([path1 fname1])
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'SavePolarData')
rho=dirmat(findex,:);
Npop=get(Lhpopup,'value');
if Npop==1, %magnitude
pstring='Magnitude';
elseif Npop==2, %real part
pstring='abs(RealPart)';
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elseif Npop==3, %imag. part
pstring='abs(Imag.Part)';
end
DI=DIfun(angs,rho);
%
polardata=[theta;rho(1:19)];
polardata=[0:da*180/pi:360;rho];

[fname1,path1]=uiputfile('*.dat','Save polar plot data to ASCII
file');
if fname1~=0,
fid=fopen([path1 fname1],'w+');
fprintf(fid,'%15s %15s \n ','degrees',[pstring 'DI='
num2str(DI)]);
fprintf(fid,'%15.7g %15.7g \n',polardata);
fclose(fid);
disp('saved the polar data to: ')
disp([path1 fname1])
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(Action,'quitit')
%
clear global freq angs angs2 dirmat
%
clear global Lhfig Lhplot Lhslide Lhedit findex
end

%*********************************************************
% Lagrange.m
% This code approximates the first and second derivatives of a set of
data,
% based on Lagrange polynomials, using measurements sampling an
arbitrary
% odd number of points. In our application, it is used to approximate
the
% spatial gradients of the sound field. This is based on a 5-point
stencil,
% in which 5 points are used. It is equivalent to a centered
differences
% calculation.
% 25 Point Stencil
%*********************************************************
jiopoij
k=24; %One fewer than number of measurement points.
syms x0 x h; %h is the separation between scan points
scanline=[-k/2:k/2]; %x-coordinates of the scan line relative to h
for T=10:10+k
X(T)=x0+h*scanline(T-9); %X vector starts at 10 to simulate
starting at 0 index. Subtract 10 from Each.
end
l=ones(1,k+1)*x/x;
% Construct Segments of the Lagrange polynomial
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for i=0:k
for j=0:k
if j~=i
l(j+1)=l(j+1)*(x-X(i+10))/(X(j+10)-X(i+10));
end
end
end
for T=1:k+1
eval(['syms m' num2str(T)])
eval(['M(T)=m' num2str(T) ';'])
end
% Establish that the variable P is symbolic, and initialize it at zero.
P=x-x;
% Put together the Lagrange polynomial
for s=1:k+1
P=P+l(s)*M(s);
end
P=simplify(P)
% Differentiate the measured sound field
DP=diff(P,x);
DP2=diff(P,x,2);
x=x0;
Diff=simplify(eval(DP));
Diff2=simplify(eval(DP2));
% Output variables that can be used in other codes.
for T=1:k+1
eval(['m' num2str(T) '=''XfersPoP(ifr,' num2str(T) ')'' ;'])
end
DiffNice=subs(Diff)
Diff2Nice=subs(Diff2)
%*********************************************************
% TrySignalPolyGradsStencilThermocline.m
%
% This code simulates the sampling of a plane wave, and using multiple
% techniques to approximate the first and second-order pressure
gradients
% of the sound field. It compares the results of the Polynomial Fit,
% Centered Differences, and Spline interpolation approaches to the true
% analytical gradients and
% compares the total square error for each. The majority of this code
was
% taken from the code PolyFitGrads_from_SoundfieldDataStructure.m,
written
% by Dr. Quang Su to approximate the gradients.
%*********************************************************
jiopoij
GradDataFileName=['PolyStencilSplineNoisezzero.mat']
%Program this to only use information in data structure:
rvec=[-12:12]*1e-3; %position vector in [m]
dr=rvec(2)-rvec(1);
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irzero=round((0-rvec(1))/dr)+1; %index where position is zero

Nax=1;
Nth=10;
% % Nax=2; %#axes
% % Nth=19; %#rotstage angles
Nfr=3201; %# freq bins
Npos=25; %#scan points
polyfitorder=3; %polynomial fit order
%create a data structure for the gradient data:
GFm.LineScanFileName=[];
GFm.GradDataFileName=GradDataFileName;
% GFm.probecompfile=SFm.probecompfile;
GFm.polyfitorder=polyfitorder;
GFm.LineAxes=12;
GFm.Gdata(Nax).Hppr=[];
GFm.Gdata(Nax).Hpprr=[];
GFm.Gdata(Nax).R2real=[];
GFm.Gdata(Nax).R2imag=[];
% GFm.freq=SFm.freq;
GFm.freq=linspace(1,10000,3201);
GFm.theta=[0:10:90];
% GFm.theta=0;
freq=GFm.freq;
omega=2*pi*freq;
x=[-12:12]*1e-3;
time=0;
c=344;
k=omega/c;
P=1;
TotalSquareError=cell(Nth+1,7);
TotalSquareError{1,1}='Theta';
TotalSquareError{1,2}='PolyGrad';
TotalSquareError{1,3}='StencilGrad';
TotalSquareError{1,4}='SplineGrad';
TotalSquareError{1,5}='PolySecond';
TotalSquareError{1,6}='StencilSecond';
TotalSquareError{1,7}='SplineSecond';
gradplot=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
gradplpoly=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
gradplste=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
gradplspline=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
secplot=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
secplpoly=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
secplste=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
secplspline=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
%Perform polynomial fits and estimate gradients:
for iaxis=1:Nax
Hppr=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
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Hpprr=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
R2real=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
R2imag=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
HpprSt=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
HpprrSt=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
HpprSpl=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
HpprrSpl=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
%
R2RealHpprLsSt=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
%
R2RealHpprrLsSt=zeros(Nfr,Nth);
for ith=1:Nth
phi=GFm.theta(ith)*(pi/180);
kx=k*cos(phi);
sound=zeros(length(omega),length(x),length(time));
gradient=sound;
second=sound;
for n=1:length(x)
sound(:,n)=exp(1i*(-kx*x(n)));
gradient(:,n)=-sound(:,n).*1i.*(omega.').*cos(phi)/c;
second(:,n)=-sound(:,n).*(omega.').^2/(c^2).*cos(phi).^2;
end
%

tempxfers12=sound; % Neglect Noise

tempxfers12=sound+.01*rand(size(sound))+.01i*rand(size(sound));
%Include noise
%
tempxfers12=SFm.data(iaxis,ith).xfers12;
XfersPoP=zeros(Nfr,Npos);
for ipnt=1:Npos, %Normalize data to measurement at 0 mm
position
XfersPoP(:,ipnt)=tempxfers12(:,ipnt)./tempxfers12(:,irzero);
end
for ifr=1:Nfr
yy=XfersPoP(ifr,:);
pp=polyfit(rvec,yy,polyfitorder);
yyfit=polyval(pp,rvec);
yymean=mean(yy);
R2real(ifr,ith)=mean((real(yyfit)real(yymean)).^2)/mean((real(yy)-real(yymean)).^2);
R2imag(ifr,ith)=mean((imag(yyfit)imag(yymean)).^2)/mean((imag(yy)-imag(yymean)).^2);
Hppr(ifr,ith)=pp(polyfitorder); %first order pressure
gradient w.r.t. p
Hpprr(ifr,ith)=2*pp(polyfitorder-1); %second order pressure
gradient w.r.t. p
%
[TempHpprSpl,TempHpprrSpl]=Thermocline(x,tempxfers12(ifr,:)) %using
Prof. Murray's Spline Code, line 2 uncommented
%
HpprSpl(ifr,ith)=TempHpprSpl(irzero);
%
HpprrSpl(ifr,ith)=TempHpprSpl(irzero);
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[izzero,TempHpprSpl,TempHpprrSpl]=Thermocline(x,tempxfers12(ifr,:));
%using Prof. Murray's Spline Code, line 1 uncommented
HpprSpl(ifr,ith)=TempHpprSpl(izzero);
HpprrSpl(ifr,ith)=TempHpprSpl(izzero);

end
h=dr;
HpprSt(:,ith)=(10419688125*XfersPoP(:,
1))/(338117545936169984*h) - (6630710625*XfersPoP(:,
2))/(8218134797059688*h) + (3*XfersPoP(:, 3))/(293930*h) (22*XfersPoP(:, 4))/(264537*h) + (33*XfersPoP(:, 5))/(67184*h) (66*XfersPoP(:, 6))/(29393*h) + (11*XfersPoP(:, 7))/(1326*h) (198*XfersPoP(:, 8))/(7735*h) + (99*XfersPoP(:, 9))/(1456*h) (44*XfersPoP(:, 10))/(273*h) + (33*XfersPoP(:, 11))/(91*h) (12*XfersPoP(:, 12))/(13*h) + (12*XfersPoP(:, 14))/(13*h) (33*XfersPoP(:, 15))/(91*h) + (44*XfersPoP(:, 16))/(273*h) (99*XfersPoP(:, 17))/(1456*h) + (198*XfersPoP(:, 18))/(7735*h) (11*XfersPoP(:, 19))/(1326*h) + (66*XfersPoP(:, 20))/(29393*h) (33*XfersPoP(:, 21))/(67184*h) + (22*XfersPoP(:, 22))/(264537*h) (3*XfersPoP(:, 23))/(293930*h) + (6630710625*XfersPoP(:,
24))/(8218134797059688*h) - (10419688125*XfersPoP(:,
25))/(338117545936169984*h);
HpprrSt(:,ith)=-((3473229375*XfersPoP(:, 1))/676235091872339968 (602791875*XfersPoP(:, 2))/4109067398529844 + (3*XfersPoP(:,
3))/1469650 - (44*XfersPoP(:, 4))/2380833 + (33*XfersPoP(:, 5))/268736
- (132*XfersPoP(:, 6))/205751 + (11*XfersPoP(:, 7))/3978 (396*XfersPoP(:, 8))/38675 + (99*XfersPoP(:, 9))/2912 - (88*XfersPoP(:,
10))/819 + (33*XfersPoP(:, 11))/91 - (24*XfersPoP(:, 12))/13 +
(240505109*XfersPoP(:, 13))/76839840 - (24*XfersPoP(:, 14))/13 +
(33*XfersPoP(:, 15))/91 - (88*XfersPoP(:, 16))/819 + (99*XfersPoP(:,
17))/2912 - (396*XfersPoP(:, 18))/38675 + (11*XfersPoP(:, 19))/3978 (132*XfersPoP(:, 20))/205751 + (33*XfersPoP(:, 21))/268736 (44*XfersPoP(:, 22))/2380833 + (3*XfersPoP(:, 23))/1469650 (602791875*XfersPoP(:, 24))/4109067398529844 + (3473229375*XfersPoP(:,
25))/676235091872339968)/h^2;

gradplot(:,ith)=gradient(:,irzero);
gradplpoly(:,ith)=Hppr(:,ith);
gradplste(:,ith)=HpprSt(:,ith);
gradplspline(:,ith)=HpprSpl(:,ith);
secplot(:,ith)=second(:,irzero);
secplpoly(:,ith)=Hpprr(:,ith);
secplste(:,ith)=HpprrSt(:,ith);
secplspline(:,ith)=HpprrSpl(:,ith);

TotalSquareError{ith+1,1}=GFm.theta(ith);
TotalSquareError{ith+1,2}=((gradplot(:,ith)gradplpoly(:,ith))'*(gradplot(:,ith)-gradplpoly(:,ith)));
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TotalSquareError{ith+1,3}=((gradplot(:,ith)gradplste(:,ith))'*(gradplot(:,ith)-gradplste(:,ith)));
TotalSquareError{ith+1,4}=((gradplot(:,ith)gradplspline(:,ith))'*(gradplot(:,ith)-gradplspline(:,ith)));
TotalSquareError{ith+1,5}=((secplot(:,ith)secplpoly(:,ith))'*(secplot(:,ith)-secplpoly(:,ith)));
TotalSquareError{ith+1,6}=((secplot(:,ith)secplste(:,ith))'*(secplot(:,ith)-secplste(:,ith)));
TotalSquareError{ith+1,7}=((secplot(:,ith)secplspline(:,ith))'*(secplot(:,ith)-secplspline(:,ith)));
end
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).Hppr=Hppr;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).Hpprr=Hpprr;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).HpprSt=HpprSt;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).HpprrSt=HpprrSt;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).HpprSpl=HpprSpl;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).HpprrSpl=HpprrSpl;
%
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).R2realHpprLsSt=R2RealHpprLsSt;
%
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).R2realHpprrLsSt=R2RealHpprrLsSt;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).R2real=R2real;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).R2imag=R2imag;
GFm.Gdata(iaxis).TotalSquareError=TotalSquareError;

end
GFm.gradient=gradplot;
GFm.second=secplot;

eval(['save ' GradDataFileName ' GFm'])
gradplot=(GFm.gradient(:,1));
gradplpoly=(GFm.Gdata(1,1).Hppr(:,1));
gradplste=(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSt(:,1));
gradplspl=(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSpl(:,1));
secplot=(GFm.second(:,1));
secplpoly=(GFm.Gdata(1,1).Hpprr(:,1));
secplste=(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSt(:,1));
secplspl=(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSpl(:,1));

figure
subplot(2,2,1)
semilogx(GFm.freq,real(GFm.gradient(:,1)),'^',GFm.freq,real(GFm.Gdata(1
,1).Hppr(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,real(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSt(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,real(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSpl(:,1)),':')
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('First Order Gradient [Pa/m/Pa]')
title('RESULTS (real)! All values normalized to Pressure')
% legend('Analytical','Derivatives of Polynomials','25-Point Stencil')
subplot(2,2,2)
semilogx(GFm.freq,real(GFm.second(:,1)),'^',GFm.freq,real(GFm.Gdata(1,1
).Hpprr(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,real(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSt(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,real(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSpl(:,1)),':')
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xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Second Order Gradient [Pa/m^2/Pa]')
title('RESULTS (real)!')
% legend('Analytical','Derivatives of Polynomials','25-Point Stencil')
subplot(2,2,3)
semilogx(GFm.freq,imag(GFm.gradient(:,1)),'^',GFm.freq,imag(GFm.Gdata(1
,1).Hppr(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,imag(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSt(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,imag(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSpl(:,1)),':')
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('First Order Gradient [Pa/m/Pa]')
title('RESULTS (imag)!')
legend('Analytical','Derivatives of Polynomials','25-Point
Stencil','MurraySpline')
subplot(2,2,4)
semilogx(GFm.freq,imag(GFm.second(:,1)),'^',GFm.freq,imag(GFm.Gdata(1,1
).Hpprr(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,imag(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSt(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,imag(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSpl(:,1)),':')
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
ylabel('Second Order Gradient [Pa/m^2/Pa]')
title('RESULTS (imag)!')
% legend('Analytical','Derivatives of Polynomials','25-Point Stencil')

% figure
% subplot(2,1,1)
%
loglog(GFm.freq,abs(GFm.gradient(:,1)),'^',GFm.freq,abs(GFm.Gdata(1,1).
Hppr(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,abs(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprSt(:,1)))
% xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
% ylabel('First Order Gradient [Pa/m/Pa]')
% title('RESULTS (abs)!')
% legend('Analytical','Derivatives of Polynomials','25-Point Stencil')
% subplot(2,1,2)
%
loglog(GFm.freq,abs(GFm.second(:,1)),'^',GFm.freq,abs(GFm.Gdata(1,1).Hp
prr(:,1)),'.',GFm.freq,abs(GFm.Gdata(1,1).HpprrSt(:,1)))
% xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
% ylabel('Second Order Gradient [Pa/m^2/Pa]')
% title('RESULTS (abs)!')
% legend('Analytical','Derivatives of Polynomials','25-Point Stencil')

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Pretty Pictures!!
ErrGradPoly=(100*(imag(gradplot)-imag(gradplpoly))./imag(gradplot));
ErrGradStenc=(100*(imag(gradplot)-imag(gradplste))./imag(gradplot));
ErrSecPoly=(100*(real(secplot)-real(secplpoly))./real(secplot));
ErrSecStenc=(100*(real(secplot)-real(secplste))./real(secplot));

%
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SquareErrorGradPoly=((gradplot-gradplpoly).*conj(gradplot-gradplpoly));
SquareErrorGradStencil=((gradplot-gradplste).*conj(gradplotgradplste));
SquareErrorGradSpline=((gradplot-gradplspl).*conj(gradplot-gradplspl));
SquareErrorG2Poly=((secplot-secplpoly).*conj(secplot-secplpoly));
SquareErrorG2Stencil=((secplot-secplste).*conj(secplot-secplste));
SquareErrorG2Spline=((secplot-secplspl).*conj(secplot-secplspl));

figure
subplot(2,1,1)
loglog(GFm.freq,SquareErrorGradPoly,GFm.freq,SquareErrorGradStencil,'-',GFm.freq,SquareErrorGradSpline,':')
title('Square Error in Gradient Approximations')
ylabel('Square Error')
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
legend('Polynomial Derivatives','Stencil','MurraySpline')
subplot(2,1,2)
loglog(GFm.freq,SquareErrorG2Poly,GFm.freq,SquareErrorG2Stencil,'-',GFm.freq,SquareErrorG2Spline,':')
title('Square Error in 2nd Order Gradient Approximations')
ylabel('Square Error')
xlabel('Freq [Hz]')
% legend('Polynomial Derivatives','Stencil')

%*********************************************************
% Thermocline.m
% This Matlab funciton was written by Dr. Bruce Murray and modified by
Josh
% Merlis. It computes the zeroth, first, and second order derivatives
of
% an input data set, and then outputs the results to the parent Matlab
% script. It operates using a cubic natural spline algorithm.
%*********************************************************

function [izzero,dT,d2T]=Thermocline(z,T)
% function [dT,d2T]=Thermocline(z,T)

% z = [0 2.3 4.9 9.1 13.7 18.3 22.9 27.2]; %Independant Variable
% T = [22.8 22.8 22.8 20.6 13.9 11.7 11.1 11.1]; %Dependant Variable
% zz = linspace(z(1),z(length(z)),length(z)); use this line with line 2
zz = linspace(z(1),z(length(z))); %use the following three lines with
line 1
dz=zz(2)-zz(1);
izzero=round((0-zz(1))/dz)+1; %index where position is zero
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% Calculate natural splines & derivatives
[TT,dT,d2T] = natspline(z,T,zz);
% Calculate splines using MATLAB functions
Td = spline(z,T,zz);
% Calculate derivatives using finite differences
dTd = cderiv(zz,Td);
d2Td = cderiv(zz,dTd);
% disp('
z
T(nat)
T(ml)
dT
dT(FD)
d2T(FD)')
% disp([zz' TT' Td' dT' dTd' d2T' d2Td'])
% subplot(3,1,1), plot(z,T,'o',zz,TT,zz,Td,'--r')
% title('(a) T'), legend('data','T','Location','South')
% set(gca,'YDir','reverse'), grid
% subplot(3,1,2), plot(zz,dT,zz,dTd,'--r')
% title('(b) dT/dz'),
legend('NatSplne','FiniteDiff','Location','South')
% set(gca,'YDir','reverse'), grid
% subplot(3,1,3), plot(zz,d2T,zz,d2Td,'--r')
% title('(c) d^2T/dz^2'),
legend('NatSplne','FiniteDiff','Location','South')
% set(gca,'YDir','reverse'), grid
%axis([0 30 -30 0])
%title('Temperature versus Depth')
%xlabel('T deg. C'); ylabel('Depth m')
end
%
%
function [yy,dy,d2] = natspline(x,y,xx)
%
Natural Cubic Spline
%
x and y are vectors containing the data
%
xx is a vector of independent variable values
%
where the functions are evaluated
%
returns the function(yy), first derivative(dy)
%
and second derivative(d2) at the xx values
%
n = length(x);
m = length(xx);
aa = zeros(n);
aa(1,1)=1; aa(n,n)=1; bb(1)=0; bb(n)=0;
for i = 2:n-1
aa(i,i-1) = h(x,i-1);
aa(i,i) = 2*(h(x,i-1) + h(x,i));
aa(i,i+1) = h(x,i);
bb(i) = 3*(fd(i+1,i,x,y) - fd(i,i-1,x,y));
end
% disp('Coefficient Matrix'); disp(aa);
% disp('Right-Hand-Side Vector'); disp(bb');
c = aa\bb';
%
for i = 1:n-1
a(i) = y(i);
b(i) = fd(i+1,i,x,y) - h(x,i)/3*(2*c(i) + c(i+1));
d(i) = (c(i+1)-c(i))/3/h(x,i);
end
% disp('
a
b
c
d')
% coefs = [ a' b' c(1:n-1,1) d'];
% disp(coefs)
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d2T

%
for i=1:m
[yy(i),dy(i),d2(i)] = SplineInterp(x,n,a,b,c,d,xx(i));
end
end
%
%
% Subfunctions
%
function hh = h(x,i)
hh = x(i+1) - x(i);
end
%
%
function fdd = fd(i,j,x,y)
fdd = (y(i) - y(j))/(x(i) - x(j));
end
%
%
function [yyy,dyy,d2y] = SplineInterp(x,n,a,b,c,d,xi)
for ii = 1:n-1
if xi >= x(ii) - 0.000001 & xi <= x(ii+1)+ 0.000001
yyy = a(ii)+b(ii)*(xi-x(ii))+c(ii)*(xi-x(ii))^2+d(ii)...
*(xi-x(ii))^3;
dyy = b(ii)+2*c(ii)*(xi-x(ii))+3*d(ii)*(xi-x(ii))^2;
d2y = 2*c(ii)+6*d(ii)*(xi-x(ii));
break
end
end
end
%
%
function dy = cderiv(x,y)
% calculates derivative using central difference
%
except at the ends
% h is assumed constant
n = length(x);
h = x(2)-x(1);
dy(1) = (y(2)-y(1))/h;
for i=2:n-1
dy(i) = (y(i+1)-y(i-1))/(2*h);
end
dy(n) = (y(n)-y(n-1))/h;
end
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS OF LAGRANGE POLYNOMIAL USING 25-POINT STENCIL
f’(x0)≈(10419688125*f(x0-12h))/(338117545936169984*h)
–(6630710625*f(x0-11h))/(8218134797059688*h)
+ (3*f(x0-10h))/(293930*h) - (22*f(x0-9h))/(264537*h)
+ (33*f(x0-8h))/(67184*h) - (66*f(x0-7h))/(29393*h)
+ (11*f(x0-6h))/(1326*h) - (198*f(x0-5h))/(7735*h)
+ (99*f(x0-4h))/(1456*h) - (44*f(x0-3h))/(273*h)
+ (33*f(x0-2h))/(91*2h) - (12*f(x0-h))/(13*h)
+ (12*f(x0+h))/(13*h) - (33*f(x0+2h))/(91*h)
+ (44*f(x0+3h))/(273*h) - (99*f(x0+4h))/(1456*h)
+ (198*f(x0+5h))/(7735*h) - (11*f(x0+6h))/(1326*h)
+ (66*f(x0+7h))/(29393*h) - (33*f(x0+8h)) /(67184*h)
+ (22*f(x0+9h))/(264537*h) - (3*f(x0+10h))/(293930*h)
+ (6630710625*f(x0+11h))/(8218134797059688*h)
- (10419688125*f(x0+12h))/(338117545936169984*h)
f’’(x0)≈-((3473229375*f(x0-12h))/676235091872339968
- (602791875*f(x0-11h))/4109067398529844
+ (3*f(x0-10h))/1469650 - (44*f(x0-9h))/2380833
+ (33*f(x0-8h))/268736 - (132*f(x0-7h))/205751
+ (11*f(x0-6h))/3978 - (396*f(x0-5h))/38675
+ (99*f(x0-4h))/2912 - (88*f(x0-3h))/819
+ (33*f(x0-2h))/91 - (24*f(x0-h))/13
+ (240505109*f(x0))/76839840 - (24*f(x0+h))/13
+ (33*f(x0+2h))/91 - (88*f(x0+3h))/819
+ (99*f(x0+4h))/2912 - (396*f(x0+5h))/38675
+ (11*f(x0+6h))/3978 - (132*f(x0+7h))/205751
+ (33*f(x0+8h))/268736 - (44*f(x0+9h))/2380833
+ (3*f(x0+10h))/1469650
- (602791875*f(x0+11h))/4109067398529844
+ (3473229375*f(x0+12h))/676235091872339968)/h^2;
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